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High Street, South Paris, Maine.
Telephone 111-12.

Maps and Plan· made to order.
of the tlmb«rlan<te an<l pocket maps of
isto for sale.
PuOllt-here of the Atlas of Maine.)

Co.,,

Wm. C. Leavitt
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Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

Masonic Block,

rear

NORWAY.

T lephone Connection.

SURVEYING)
Engineering.

and Civil

Elmer W. Cummings,
Paris, Me.

Tel. 9101-4.

HOLLISTER 3

Rojfcy fountain

Tea

Nuggets

A Ejî7 M«dictaβ for Basy People.
Brians Guldsa Health aad Renewed Vigor.
srwH-i
io for Constipation. lu'tUrestioo. Lire
A
a: ·! Ki iu ν Trouble*. PiuipKs. Ecmbm, Impure
Η χ»;. Ri ! U.t*a:h. Slucs'sh Bowels, H"a<lache
an
bac!i:i<-h·
It'aHx-lty Mountain Tea In tab·
G*nuin<* made by
I ·· f' riu, 8.* cents a l»>*.
Ρ 'û'istk;» Dî»: <j CUNnvT, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

^eamships "Governor Dingley" or
tovernor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
I »rtland, week days at 7 P. M., Sundays
at 8 r. m. for Bostoo.
Returnluc
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m., I
f r 1'ortland.

rîirou»çh tickets

sale at

on

railroad stations.

Freight

rates

as

principal

low as other lines.

ill cargo, except Live Stock, is insure·! against tire and marine risk.
C. C. BROWN, General Agent,
Boston, Mass.

Stove Wood and I
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.
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ield day at Watervllle Aug. 1».The anlual meeting and exhibition will alsobe
m
ield in Watervllle the
November.—New England Homeatead.
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FABMEB LOOKS UPON
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IN THE

OLDER

STATES.

often lately I get letters
what I think of the prospects for farmIt
,rs in the eastern states.
oo
long to reproduce these letters.
Γ bey all bear upon the same topic, and
teem to indicate that common sense is
it last prevailing and that farmers
eastern and middle states bave heard

Very

w°ujjjj®

It vl-unsee, soothes,
and protects
tue diseased metu·
bruue resulting from Catarrh and drivée
av ,_v a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
tL«* Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 its. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
t'i ,nu Bilm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Elv Bothers, "»(] Warren Street, New York.

FOR SALE.

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a tine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terme. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, Sooth Pari·,

Maine.

Glasses Warranted.

Specialist!
,f Tou want the beet

of

glasses, consult

me.

Come here· Why? Be«ucceo.-iful experience awl special

knowing In

the Optical buMne»» enable* me
adj ust .(ulckly to the mwl «.le I lea te vision a
properly Hit**·I lens, consultations or examina-

•o

tion* free.

dr. parmenter
®ye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. IM.

all Kinds of....
PRINTING.
Atvood A Fort*·. SotrtH Pari·.
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lomething drop.
To mv friends I would say.

There
Tbere
excellent openings for farmers in the
Good land, Rood markets good
■oads. good schools and many advanages. The people of the east areι not
:launish and they are good
lu ι he high priced regions of the middle
I'au.ui απ.
nates you can buy excellent farms, but
Iuseets aud fungi contribute much tt> I
be land is too good or too valuable
the downfall of orchards. They are
•ather for the general farmer, Several
numkinds
and
in
increasing
constantly
imes I have heard some man My he
ber; in kinds by importation from for- iv shed he had a few acres of waste land
eign countries, and in numbers because 1 mon which to turn his animals. You
the destruction of the wild food plants
•an get good buildings, good water, and,
upon which the insects formerly lived „ many cases satisfactory
forces them to feed upon the cultivated
u the East cheaper than in some of the
plants. The concentration of feeding Middle Western States.
enables
in
orchards
aud breeding places
The climate is delightful in the sum-1
them to spread more rapidly, just as
tier, though somewhat colder in the
disease spreads more rapidly iu the city
winter, but to my personal k«°w»edge
thau in the coutitry. Ships and railt is not so cold nor are the wintersjm
roads bring them over the sea aud land
ong a« iu some places in W
and neglected orchards afford tine breed- 1
la, where land with very poor buildings
ing places for this rapid development in swelling for much higherpricea. If you
communities.
want farm and home combined the East
Lack of care is perhaps the greatest V
cause of depleted orchards in Maiue
Take our western ways with you,
to-day. To find an orchard cared for as 1 uid utilize your knowledge of weiltern
well as other crops are cared for is the 1
agriculture, and you will get as much
exception rather than the rule. "I have vàoDiness and profit a square inch of
on
orchard
of
an
come into possession
and worry as you will anywhere.
The trees are stand- 1
an eastern slope.
)ne great trouble with the east 18
of
dead
full
are
in
The
sod.
tops
ing
1 he
boys have been allowed to dritt
limbs crowded in and suckers are spring- 1 kwav from the
study of nature. They
ing up. It apparently has never receiv- >ave become infatuated with
ed any care. I'lease let me know what
rhey know nothing about vegetable or
I had better do for it" This is the
Their parents have
1 miuial life.
that
of
many
extract of a letter typical
t a sign of promise if their children
been
has
the horticultural department
1 ihowed
greater interest in tinkering
called upon to answer. The orchard if vith a
bicycle or traction engine than in
it is cared for at all is cared for as a 1
rimming an apple tree or
whole rather than in accordance with
This has gone far enough. After
olt
the needs of individual trees. Trees rou have turned the whole world into
respond to good care just as well as corn me vast maohine shop, what are you
and potatoes or any of the highly culI roinii to do with it?
tivated crops do.
The colleges and experiment stations
states are striving to
, >f the different
DEPLETION OF SOIL FERTILITY.
,revent this drifting from nature and to
Orchard trees use up plant food the I
< :entre the minds of our young men upsame as other crops, but the common
>d the problems of life.
neglect of orchards appears to indicate
But regardless of cause, my friends
that this is not generally understood.
do drift away from the
'·
Studies at Cornell have shown that 20 .appose they
hill, of the East. Let them do so
I
twice
than
more
remove
crops of apples
hie more they drift out the more we of
as much nitrogen, half again as much
in
There is nothing
<
phosphoric acid and nearly three times nade by arguing this point. We
much potash as 20 crops of wheat,
as
wheat I urn our prairie echooners the other
Nobody would think of raising
1
«. will »bo. lb. good uopte
for 20 years without manuring the land.
< ,f Yankee land how to raise what they
at
other
and
crops
(n case of wheat
wb.t tb.T««t. w. h»«.e«n
«
least a part of the fertility removed by
each year, 1
soil
the
to
returned
is
crops
! , nil America. «OJ
while in case of fruit trees nothing is
3. Wood, Chase, Mich., in Tribune
returned. What is not taken away with
farmer.
the fruit is locked up in the trunks and
branches and what is contained in the
Watch the (New crops.
leaves is blown away by the winds.
On account of the unfavorable out·
not
wonder
to
one
lead
These facts
1 :ome of the oat and corn crop last year
only why old orchards are failing, but I η some sections many have turned to
to
ceased
not
produce
have
why they
in some cases, untried varieties
< tew
marketable fruit long ago. Soil exhaus- * >f and,
these grains this season. It will be
tion is one of the most potent causes of
vorth while to watch the outcome of
declining orchards.
ι ;he*e new varieties this year and see
RK INVIGORATING OLD ORCHARDS.
rlntherany of them is better than the
varieties of corn and
Reduce the number of trees if they >ld varieties. Tbe
havo matured usually in any
stand too thickly. Many orchards here >ats which
most dependable,
in Maiue are overplanted, and the trees lection are surely the
comes
deteriorating because of i >ut when an unusual season
are rapidly
sort
may just fit tbe
overcrowding. Before branches begin tlonj; some other
;onditi<>D8 and give a fine crop when
to touch, trees should be thinned.
for >lder varieties utterly fail. Many have
Many orchards are on soils too wet
for studying
orchard trees. Such soils should be k splendid opportunity
this season. They have
drained, for as long as the land is in such ;hese things
and treatment town some of these new varieties right
a state no amount of care
old seed stock. Let us
will make the orchard profitable. Such ilongiide their
watch the result. It is folly to say that
lands are usually sour and the applicaire have reached tbe best, in either corn
tion of lime will prove beneficial.
well >r oats; still, it is prudent to go slow
Worn-out orchards have not been
xrhen taking on some variety which has
pruned. This is indicated by the unsymtested under your
metrical heads, dead and dying branch- lot be··η thoroughly
>wn conditions.—L. C. Brown in Tribwater sprouts,
es. and a great growth of
Parmer.
Prune the trees with a view to correcting ine
these defects, to let in light and air and
Farm Water Supply.
to facilitate orchard operations. Heavy
wood growth.
Too many wells are sunk in the lowest
pruning of the tup induces
reThis pruning, therefore, will tend to
places around the farm home and barns.
the [ visited more than a dozen different
invigorate the trees and to correct
is
not
It
farm homes recently, and with one ex·
mistakes of earlier yean.
cut off all seption every well was located where
necessary or even desirable to
if
them
of
Some
surface drainage was sure to get into it.
the water sprouts.
form a
supplied both
judiciously selected will help ofto the old In some places one well the
livestock,
tiousehold needs and
new top and take the place
water rhese
These
wells were
usually located
and
decayed limbs.
of an attempt on irhere they were most convenient for
sprouts are the results
the tree. the stock. That is a poor arrangement,
the part of nature to renew
and vigor- [f one well must furnish the entire waWhat is wanted here is new
the old ter supply, sink it where there is no
of
ous wood to take the place
is not a
possible chance for seepage or surface
and dyiog. Heavy pruning
into bear- pollution. Place it as near the house as
direct means of setting trees
rather a means of set- possible, and then pipe the stock suping, in faot, it is
But after they ply to a tank In the yard. It's a nuiting them into growing.
this sance to have a tank within thirty or
have renovated themselves by
to slow
Forty feet of the house. It is just as
means they may be expected
a
and
light convenient to have it a hundred yards
down end come into bearing
to
sufficient
sway. It is necessary to bave plenty of
auoual pruning should be
should be
bat be
keep them in shape. They for trees water during these hot months,
lure that It is pare.—L. C. Brown in
pruned every year, however,
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Trtbane Farmer.

Iron-Uncle Sam will hand you

"What Is a church?" I asked.
"Oh, I forgot," aays the twenty,
Of
"that 1 was talking to a tenner.
You're too
course you don't know.
much to put into the contribution basket and not enough to bay anything
at a bazaar.
A church le—a large
building in which penwipers and tidies
are sold at $20 each."
I don't cafe much about chinning
with gold certificates. There's a streak
»f yellow in 'em. All is not gold that's
Old Jack certainly was a gilt edged
iport When it came his time to loosen
up he never referred tie waiter to an

actuary.
By and by it got around that he was
smiting the rock in the wilderness, and
all along Broadway things with cold
noses and hot gullets fell In on our
trail. The third Jungle book was there
waiting for somebody to put covers on

It. Old Jnck's money may hare had a
faint to it; but. all the same, be bad
orders for his Camembert piling up 011
blm every minute. First his friends
rallied round him. and then the fellows
that bis friends knew by sight, and
then a few of his enemies buried tfte
hatchet nnd finally he was buying
souvenirs for so many Neapolitan fisher maidens and outterfiy octets that
the head waiters were phoning all

town for Julian Mitchell to please
around and get them Into some
kind of order.
At lant we floated Into an uptown
cafe that I knew by heart. When ibe
Hodcarriers' union in jackets and
aprons saw us coming the chief goal
ever

come

dear whether we meant Port Arthur or
But Old .lack wasn't
Portsmouth.
working for the furniture and glass
He sat down
factories that night.
quiet and sang "Ramble" lu a half
hearted way. Ills feelings had been
hurt, so the twenty told me. because
his offer to the church had been re

fused.
But the wassail went on. and Brady
himself couldn't have hammered the
thirst mob Into a better Imitation of
the real penchant for I lie stuff thai
you screw out of a bottle with a nap-

kin.
Old Jack paid the twenty alsive me
for a round, leaving me on the outside
of his roll. lie laid the roll on the
table and sent for the proprietor.
"Mike," says he. "here's money that
the good people have refused Will It
buy of your wares In the name of the
devil? They say It's tainted."
"It will," says Mike, "and I'll put li
In the drawer next to the bills that

the store."
"I never heard of a pocket1)00* like l
that." says L "Who carried you?"
"A shopgirl." says the five spot.
"What's that?" 1 had to ask.
"You'll never know till their millenI
ilium comes." says the liver.
Just tlieu a two dollar bill behind I
oie with a George Washington head

I

spot's friends." pocaetbook· yet 811» I
for mine evefy time.
I
1 kept on the I
I was lucky money.
twelve."
Sometime· I changed hands "Sir, eleven, furly-twu, nlniieeii,
move
Inside
the
I
saw
a
t .veuty times
was paid to the parson's daughter for
day.
kf every business, l fought for mj I kisses at tlie church fair to build a
nvner's every pleasure, it seemed that new parsonage for the parson's daughSaturday nights 1 never missed be ter to live In."
At 1 o'clock, when the bodcarriers
lag sapped down on a bar. Tens were
,!wa.s slapped down, while ones and were making ready to close up the
twos'wore x!iJ over to the bartenders I front anil keep the inside open, a wofolded. I »rot lu the habit of looking I man slips in the door of the restaurant
f..r mine. and I managed to soak lu a l and comes up to Old Jack's table.
little straight or some spilled Marunll You've seen the kind—black shawl,
or Manhattan whenever I could. Once I creepy hair, ragged skirt, white face,
I got tied up In a great greasy roll of eyes a cross between Gabriel's ami a
bills In a pushcart peddler's Jeans. 11 sick kitten's—the kind of woman that's
uever would get in circula-1 always on the lookout for an automothought
tioil again, for the future department bile or the mendicancy squad—aud she
store owner lived ou 8 cents' worth Of stands there without a word and looks
But this at the money.
jog meat and onions a day.
Old Jack gets up. peels me o(T the
peddler not Into trouble one day on acroll aud hands me to her. with a bow

his cart too near a

"Madam," says he, just like actors
«sing. anil I was rescued. I always
1
will feel gmtefttl to the cop that got I've heard, "here is a tainted bill.
He changed me at a cigar store am a gambler. This bill came to me
me
a
from
gentleman's son.
Qf>ar the Bowery that was running a tonight
it was Where he got It I do not know.
If
crap game lu the back .oom. So
the captain of the precinct after all. you will do me the favor to accept it.
that did me the best turn when he got it Is yours."
L-r

He blew me for wine the next
evening In a Broadway restaurant a M
I really felt as glad to get back again
the
as au Astor does when he sees
lights of Charing Cross.
A tainted ten certainly does get acI was
tion on Broadway.
once and got folded In a little dogskin
J
purs»» among a lot of dimes.
were bragging about the busy times
there were In Osslulng whenever three
I
girls got hold of one of them during
But it's Mow I
the Ice cream season.
his.

righttV\

moving vehicles keep to the
the little bok tips when you think of
the way we bison plasters refuee to
stlwk to anything during the rush lobBttft· hour.
heard of tainted
The
money was one night when a good
thing with a Van to his name threw
me over with some other bills to buy
a stack of blues.
About midnight a big, easy going
man with a fat face like a monk s and
the eye of a Janitor with his wages
raised took me and a lot of other notes
and rolled us Into what Is termed a
first

I

ever

"wad" among the money talnters.
"Ticket me for five hundred." said
he to the banker." and look out for
everything, Charlie. I'm going out for
a stroll in the glen before the moon
light fades from the brow of the cliff
If anybody finds the roof In their way
there's $(10.000 wrapped In a comic supplement In the upper left hand cor-

ner of the safe.
bold,
Night"
be

but

Be bold. Everywhere
be not bowled over.
_

I found myself between two twenty
One of 'em
dollar gold certificates.
4

lays to me:
"Well, old shorthorn, you're in luck
tonight You'll see somethlug of life.
Old Jack's going to make the Tender
loin look like a Hamburg steak."
"I'm used to
"Explain," says I.
|olnts, but 1 don't care for filet mignon
with the kind of sauce you serve."
"Excuse me," said the twenty. "Old
Jack Is the proprietor of this gambling house. He's going on a whiz toulgbt because he offered $50,000 to a
church and It refused to accept it because they said his money was taint·

•d."

ICopyrlght. 1906. by the S. 8. McClur. Co l
a little district west of Washington square the streets have ruu
crazy aud broken themselves Into
tmiall strips called places. These
places muke strange angles and curves.
One street crosses Itself a time or two.
An artist once discovered a valuable
possibility In this street Suppose a
collector with a bill for paints, paper
and canvas should In traversing this
route suddenly meet himself coming
back without a cent having been paid
on accountl

IN

go to
the art

quaint
people

old Greenwich

village

prowling,
hunting for north windows and eighteenth century gables and Dutch attics
Then they Imported
and low rents.
some pewter mugs and a chafing disb
or

soon

came

two from Sixth avenue and became

"colony."
At the top of a squatty three story
brick Sue and Johnsy had their studio.
Johnsy was familiar for Joanna. One
was from Maine, the other from California.
They had met at the table
d'hote of an Eighth street "Delmou·
Ico'a" and found their tastes in art,
chicory salad and bishop sleeves so
congenial that the Joint studio resulted.
a

That was In

cold,

May.

In November a

The woinau took me with a trembling
hand.
"Sir." said she, "1 counted thousands
of this issue of bills Into packages
when they were virgin from the presses.
I was a clerk In the treasury deThere was an official to
partment.
You say
whom I owed my position.
If yon only
they are tainted now.
But I won't say any more
knew!
Thank you with all my heart slr-

thauk you—thank you."
Where do you suppose that woman
carried me almost at s run? To a
bakery. Away from Old Jack and a
sizzling good time to a bakery. And I
get changed, and she does a Sheridan
twenty miles away with a dozen rolls

and a section of Jelly cake as big as a
turbine water wheel. Of course I lost
sight of her then, for 1 was snowed up
lu the bakery, wouderlng whether I'd
store the jiext
I get changed ut" the drag
lu an alum deal or paid over to the

day

cement works.
butted up
week afterward I
A
against one of the one dollar bills
the baker had given the woman for

change.
"Hello, Ε85039ββ9!" saye I. "Weren't
me In a bakery
you In the change for
last Saturday night?"

"Yep," says the solitaire In his free
and easy style.
"How did the deal turn out?" I

"She blew E17051431 for milk and
round steak," says the one spot "She
kept me till the rent man came. It
was a bum room with a sick kid In It
But you ought to have seen him go
"or the bread aud tincture of formaldeiyde. Half starved, I guess. Then
îhe prayed some. Don't get stuck up,
tenner. We one spots hear ten prayers
Khere you hear one. She said something about 'who glvetb to the poor."
I'm
Oh. let's cut out the slum talk.
certainly tired of the company that

keeps

me.

I wish I was big enough to
society with you tainted

In
lills."
"Shut up." says 1. "There's uo such
.hing. I know the rest of It. There's
ι 'lendeth to the Lord* somewhere in
Now look on my back and read
it
what you sc;· there."
nove

ing—counting backward.
"Twelve," she said, and a little later
"eleven." and then "ten" and "nine,
and then "eight" and "seven" almost
together
Bue

IOOKVU

SUUCIUJUBI.»

UUI

mi:

ηιιι-

ilow. What was there to count? There
was only a bare, dreary yard to be
Been and the blank side of the brick
house twenty feet away. Au old old
Ivy vine gnarled and decayed at the
roots climbed halfway up the brick
wall. The cold breath of autumn had
Btrlcken Its leaves from the vine until
Its skeleton branches clung almost
bare to the crumbling bricks.
"What is ft. dear?" asked Sue.
"Six." said Johnsy In almost a whis"They're falling faster now.
per.
Three days ago there were almost a
It made my bead ache to
hundred.
count them. But uow It's easy. There
goes another oue. There are only five
left now."

Copyrighted. 1908. bjr P. C. Eaitment.
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The evening paper contained

morning

Yorke as she turned over one
the other in hopes of findafter
page
ing an Item of some Interest
Aimlessly her glance wandered from
one sheet to another, and her attention
was

your eyes closed and not look out the
window until I am done working? 1
must band those drawings in by tomor1 need the light or I would draw
row.
the shade down."
"Couldn't you draw in the
room?" asked Johnsy coldly.

other

finally attracted to the "exchange"
Only one ad. seemed to InShe

terest her.

read It to the end.

herself, "I wonder." theu
read it again aloud to herself to see If
to

mused

"Jit. Bthrmnn died υ) i>ncnmuni<i lib
day in Uu, liovpiLul."

Sue found Behrman smelling strong
ly of Juuiper berries In Ills dimly light

In one corner was a
ed den below.
blank canvas ou an easel that had been
waiting there for twenty-five years to
receive the first line of the masterpiece. She told him of Jolinsy's fancy
and how she feared she would Indeed,
light and fragile as a leaf herself, float
away when her slight hold upon the
world grew weaker
Old Behrman. with his red eyes plain
ly streaming, shouted his coutempfand
derision for such idiotic imagiuings.
"Vass!" he cried. "Is dere people in
de world mit der foolishness to die because leafs dey drop off from a confounded vine? I haf not heard of such
a thing. No, I vill not bose as a model
for your fool hermit dunderhead. Vy
do you allow dot silly puslness to come
In der praln of her?
Ach, dot poor
lettle Miss Johnsy I"
"She le very 111 and weak," eald Sue,
"and the fever has left her mind morbid and full of strauge fancies. Very
well, Mr. Behrman, if you do not care
But I
to pose for me, you needn't
think you are a horrid old—old flibber-

tigibbet."

"You are Just like a woman!" yelled
Behrman. "Who said I vlll not bose?
Go on. I come mit you. For half an
hour I haf peen trying to say dot I am
Gott. dis Is not any
ready to bose.
blace in which one so goot as Miss
Johnsy shall lie sick. Some day I vlll
balnt a masterpiece, and ve shall all go

Gott. yes!"
Johnsy was sleeping when they
Sue pulled the shade
went upstairs.

avay.

down to the window sill and motioned
Behrman into the other room. In there
they peered out of the window fearfully at the Ivy vine. Then they looked
at each other for a moment without
«peaking. A persistent cold rain was
falling, mingled with snow. Behrman.
in his old blue shirt, took bis seat as
the hermit miner on an upturned ket-

tle for a rock.
When Su· awoke from an hour's
deep the next morning she found
Johnsy with dull, wide open eyes staring at the drawn green shade.
"Pull It up; I want to see." she ordered In a whisper.
Wearily Sue obeyed.
Rut. Ιο, after the beating rain and
fierce gusts of wind that had endured
through the livelong night there yet
stood out against the brick wall one Ivy
leaf. It was the last on the vine. Still
dark green near its stem, but with its
serrated edges tinted with the yellow
of dissolution and decay. It hung bravely from a branch some twenty feet
above the ground.
"It ts the last one." said Johusy. "I
thought It would surely fall during the
night. I heard the wind. It will fall
today, and I shall die at the same

dear." said Sue. leaning her
face down to the pillow, "think
of ine If you won't think of yourself!
What would*I do?"
But Johnsy did not answer. The
loncsomeet thing In nil the world is a
soul when it Is making ready to go on
its mysterious far Journey. The fancy
seemed to possess her more strongly
as one by one the ties that bound her
to friendship and to earth were loosed
wore
The day
away, and even
through the twilight they could see
the lone Ivy leaf clinging to Its stem
against the wall. And then with the
coming of the night the north win<l
was again loosed, while the rain stiil

"Dear,

worn

beat against the windows and pattered
down from the low Hutch eaves.
When It was light enough Johnsy
the merciless, commanded that the
shade be raised.
The ivy leaf was still there.
Johnsy lay for a long time looking
at It And then she called to Sue. who
was etlrrlug her chicken broth over
the gas stove.
"I've been a

bad girl. Sud le." said
made that
"Johnsy, dear," said Sue, bending Johnsy. "Something has
last lear stay there to show me how
over lier, "will you promise me to keep
I'll go too."

=0

very

Ethel

column.

wicked I was. It Is a sin to want to
die. You may bring me a little broth
now and some milk with a little port
in it, and—uo, bring me a baud mirror
tiret, and then pack some pillows about
me. and I will sit up and watcb you
cook."

it sounded the least bit plausible.
"Will exchange a first class typewritcondition for gouulue aner In A1
tiques. Fakirs need not Rpply. J- B.

G., Box 411."

"Antiques!" commented Ethel to herself. "Well, we're strong on antiques
-have everything from the bumau to
still life, from dear old Auut Cornelia
to the pen used in signing the Declara-

Then, again,
tion of Independence.
Aunt Cornelia Is worth more than a
8«H-ondhand typewriter, and the pen Is
probably not worth the bell on the old
machine. Let me thluk."
Auut Coruelia appeared at the doorway as if In answer to the suggestion.

"Whom are you talkiug to, Ethel?"
she asked as she glanced around the
apparently empty room. "It seems to
be a very one sided conversation, for I
hear only your own voice," she added
"Auntie, dear, I am conversing with
a very bright young person of my acqualutauce- -uoue other than yours
truly, Ethel Yorke," said Ethel, with a
"Auntie, I want α
s weeping bow.

typewriter,

and"—
"I know you do. dearie, but talking
to yourself won't got one."
"Auntie. I'm not fooling. I want a

and I'm going to get one.
said Ethel as she presented
Aunt Cornelia with the ad. to read.
The old lady read It carefully, glanced
at Ethel, theu said:
"Well, dearie, there is the old melodeou. That Is a true antique. Your
Grandfather Parker gave that to your
pmndmotlier for a wedding present.
It Is all carved by hand and Inlaid with

typewriter,

liehold!"

teak wood."
Aunt Cornelia sighed ae she went on.
"I suppose If you want to learn to be
α stenographer and go out In the workaday world you must have a ty[»ewrlter
911 which to learn, and I guess you had
better offer the dear old inelodeon In

exchange."

The ad. was duly answered, and
within forty-eight hours a prompt reply was received saying that the owner
of the typewriter would call that evening to Inspect the so called antique.
Ethel answered the doorbell of the
little apartment that evening, for the
household boasted of no maid since
A tall,
the loss of their little fortune
smartly dressed man entered and was
ushered Into the Bitting room, followed

by Ethel.

you rne young may who wains
he asked as he took In
the graceful lines of her well rounded
figure, her mass of red brown hair and
the even contour of her beautiful face.
"Yea." she replied as she offered him
"I waut to become an expert
a chair.
typist, and I was attracted by your ad.
Here Is the melodeon. If yoti want to
look If over." and she walked across
the room and lighted another gas Jet
to exhibit her heirloom to better advantage. The man followed In silence
"Are

i

typewriter?"

"It's
Ethel

a

really, truly antique." said

"I'm not a fakir such as you
suggest In your ad."
The young man walked up to the
tx»autlful old melodeon. a priceless
treasure

to

one

who

knew

Its

not find her?
A visit to the postofUce left him none
the wiser.
They furnished no addresses. He drifted home to bis open
fire and the evening paper. Ile sat In
the twilight gazing In the embers. and
It seemed that every flame carried
with it α shadow of the girl.
He read the advertisement· from
force of habit and was about to throw
the paper dowu and refill his pipe
when his eye caught this ad.:
"Young lady will give French lessons
in exchange for lessons on the typewriter.
Apply after G. Ε. T. Y., 2

Broadway."
Philips sat up

little news. Evening papers were getting stupid and dry—at least so thought

"Five what, dear? Tell your Sudie."
"Leaves on the ivy vine. When the time."

I've
last oue falls 1 must go too.
known that for three days. Didn't the
Joctor tell you?"
"Oh, I never heard of such nonlense." complained Sue. with mag"What have old Ivy
nificent scorn.
leaves to do with your getting well?
And you used to love that vine so. you
naughty girl. Don't be a goosey. Why,
that
the doctor told me this
your chances for getting well real soon
were—let's see exactly what he saidhe said the chances were ten to one!
Why. that's almost as good a chance
as wc have in New York when we ride
on the street cars or walk past a new
building. Try to take some broth now
and let Sudic go back to her drawing,
so she can sell the editor man with It
and buy port wine for her sick child
and pork chops for her greedy self."
"You needn't get any more wine."
said Johnsy, keeping her eyes fixed out
"There goes another.
the window.
That
No; I don't want any broth.
1 want to see the
leaves just four
last one fall before It gets dark; then

Ο

By JANE LEE.

_

authors write to pave their way to
literature.
As Sue was eketchl»g a pair of ele
eant horse show riding trousers and a
monocle on the figure of the hero an
Idaho cowboy, she heard a low sound
She went
several times repeated.
quickly to the bedside.
Shi
Johnsv's eyes were open wide
was looking out the window aud count-

colors mixed on it, and—look out the
window, dear, at the last Ivy leaf on
Didn't you wonder why It
the wall.
never fluttered or moved when the

Exchange.

smote, and she lay, scarcely moving,
her painted iron bedstead, looking
through the small Dutch windowpanes
at the blank Bide of the next brick
house.
One morniug the busy doctor invited
Sue Into the hallway with a shaggy

drawlug board, whistling ragtime.
Johnsy lav. scarcely waking a ripple
under the bedclothes, with her face toward the window. Sue stopped wbis
tllng, thinking she was asleep.
She arranged her board and began a
pen and Ink drawing to illustrate a
magazine story. Young artists must
pave their way to art by drawing pic
tures for magazine stories that joung

to

Barter and

on

her Instead of one In ten.'
After the doctor had gone Sue went
Into the workroom and cried a Japa
uese napkin to a pulp. Then she swag
gered into Jobnsy's room with her

"Sudle, some day I hope
bay of Naples."

Q

Mr Pneumonia was not what you
would call a chlvalrlc old gentleman
A m I te of a little woman with blood
thinned by California zephyrs was hardly fair game for the red fisted, short
But Johnsy he
breathed old duffer.

gray eyebrow.
"She has one chance In, let us say.
ten" he said as he shook down the
mercury In bis clinical thermometer,
chance is for her to want
"and
to live. This way people have of lining up on the side of the undertaker
makes the entire pharmacopoeia look
silly. Your little lady has made up
her mind that she's not going to get
well. Has she anything on her mind ι
••She—she wanted to paint the bay
of Naples some day," said Sue.
'Taint? Bosh! Has she anything ou
her mind worth thinking about twice—

chase. auil Philip* snt down liefore the
paint the Instrument to see what sort of music
It would produce. HI· finger· ran over
The doctor came Id the afternoon, the keys, but no sound came forth.
and Sue bad an excuse to go Into the He peddled with greater force, yet alienee was his only reward.
hallway as be left
"Even chances," sold the doctor, takSomething was wrong within, and
ing Sue's thin, shaking bund in bis. his deft Angers went to work In the
And mechanism, and after several minutes'
"With good nursing you'll win.
now I must see another case I have search he was rewarded' by finding a
Behrman his name Is
downstairs.
package pressed against the key·.
The package was apparently a wad
Some kind of an artist, I believe.
He is an old, weak of old papers: but, with the true InPneumonia too.
man, and the attack is acute. There stinct of the collector, Philips began
Is no hope for him, but he goes to the to undo the yards and yards of twine
hospital today to be made more com- about the long bundle. He wa· speechless.
Before him lay a pile of bill·,
fortable."
The next day the doctor said to Sue: money that was not his by any other
You've won. right
"She's out of danger.
The girl'·
than
possession.
Nutrition and care uow—that's all."
money!
And that afternoon Sue came to the
He counted It carefully twice—$1.800.
bed where Johnsy lay contentedly knit- He must find the girl and return It
ting a very blue and very useless wool- Here was the longed for excuse to aee
en shoulder scarf and put one arm
her again.
around her, pillows and all.
The storm had somewhat abated,
"I have something to tell yon. white unci In·» few minutes he started to the
mouse," she sold. "Mr. Behrman dieJ little apartment iu search of the girl.
of pneumonia today in the hospital
He was informed that the Yorkes had
He was 111 only two days. The Janlt· r moved out three week» a «υ. Where?
first
found him on the morning of the
Nobody knew! The Janitor thought
day in his room downstairs helpless they had moved to α smaller flat in
His shoes and clothing Harlem.
with pain.
were wet through and icy cold.
They
Now that Ιιι· could not find the girl
couldn't Imagine where he bud been Philips realized the folly if not having
And then kept track of her.
on such a dreadful night.
Perhaps it had
they found u lantern, still lighted, and be. η love at first sight. Indeed, as he
a ladder that had been dragged from
thought about It seriously he knew
But
Its place and some scattered brushes
that he was very much in love.
and a palette with green and yellow how could he tell her so if he could
aii nour later sue saia:

wind blew?
Ah. darling, it's Belirman's masterpiece. He painted it then
the night that the last leaf fell."

stranger, whom the doctors called Tneumonla, stalked about
the colony, touching one here and there
with his icy finger. Over on the east
side this ravager strode boldly, smiting his victims by scores, but his feet
trod slowly through the maze of the
narrow and moss grown places.
unseen

_

quaintance

having

By O. HENRY.

kind."
"Well it le the weakness, then, saui
the doctor. "I will do all that science
no far as It may filter through ray efforts can accomplish. But whenever
my patient begins to count the car
rlages In her funeral procession I sub
tract 50 per cent from the curative
power of medicines. If you will get
ber to ask oue question about the new
winter styles in cloak sleeves 1 will
promise you a one In five chance for

That was the next day after 1 arriN- I
I came lu a $5001
;d lu New York.
package of tens to a Brooklyn bank I
from one of its Pennsylvania corremon ieuts, and I haven't made the acof any of the five and two I

count of

mon·/

man, for instance?"
<4A man?" eaid Sue, with a jewsharp
twang In her voice. "Is a man worthBut. no. doctor, there Is nothing of th

to the fiver:
I
"Aw, cut out yer kicks. Ain't lisle I
thread good_euough for yer? If you
was under all cotton like I ve been to- I
lay and choked up with factory duet
till the lady with the cornucopia on uiel
sneezed half a dozen times you'd have

complain."

"This talk about tainted
makes me tired," say· I.

a

spoke up

reason to

private."

"I'd rather be hire by you." said
Sue.
"Besides, I don't want you to
keep looking at those silly Ivy leaves."
."Tell me as soon as you have finished," said Johnsy, closing her eyes
and lying white and still as a fallen
statue, "because I want to see the last
I'm
one fall.
I'm tired of waiting.
tired of thinking. I want to turn loose
my hold on everything and go sailing
down, down, just like one of those
poor, tired leaves."
"I must
"Try to sleep." said Sue.
call Behrman up to be my model for
the old hermit miner. I'll not be gone
a minute.
Don't try to move till I
come back."
Old Behrman was a painter who
lived on the ground floor beneath tl.om
He was past sixty and had η MIHiel
angelo's Moses beard curling down
from the bead of α satyr along the
body of an imp. Bchrmun was a failure In art
Forty years be had wielded
the brush without getting near enough
to touch the hem of Ills mistress' robe
Ile had*I>een always about to paint a
masterpiece, but had never yet begun
It For several years he had painted
nothing except "how and then a daub
in the line of commerce or advertising
He earned a little by serving as a
model to those young artists in the
colony who could not pay the price of
a professional.
He drank gin to excess and still talked of his coming
masterpiece. For the rest he was a
fierce little old man, who scoffed terribly at softness in any one and who regarded himself as especial mastiff in
waiting to protect the two young artists in the studio above.

tiiat

u

tame

"This note 1? a legal tender at Its
face value for all debts, public and

(uitters.

kicker called out. "Six. eleveu. foitytwo, nineteen, twelve." to his men. and
they put on nose guards till it was

"to

s^ond jeek

JOW A

or

see. a taluted bill doesn't have much
chance to acquire a correct form of expression. I never knew a really eultured and educated person that could
afford to hold a ten spot any longer
than It would take to do an Arthur
Duffy to the nearest that's all sign or
delicatessen store.
For a six-year-old I've had a lively
md gorgeous circulation. I guess I've
paid as many debts a· the man who
lies. I've l>een owned by a good many
kinds of j>eople, but a little old ragged,
lamp, dingy five dollar silver certificate gave me a Jar one day. I was neit
it In the fat and bad smelling pur··
of a butcher.
"Hey, you Sitting Bull," says I,
"don't scrouge so. Anyhow, dont you
think it's about time you went in ou a
customs payment and got reissued
;-'or a series of 18!TJ you're a night"
"Oh. don't get crackly just because
jou're a buffalo bill!" says the fiver.
You'd be limp, too. if you'd been stuffîd down iu a thick cottou and lisle
thread under an elastic all day and
the thermometer uot a degree under 85

inι

condit^n

Agriculture

MONEY

his counter if you want to cash
me in.
I beg you will excuse any conversational breaks that I make. Thanks; 1
knew you would. Got that sneaking
little respect and agreeable feeling toward even au X. haven't you? You

îuantities to suit different condition of
.be soil as well as supplies plant food
Nitrogen ia best applied by an occasional
StaWe manure
;over of clover or vetch.
of the
m proves the physical
toil as well as supplies plant food. Wit
cover
.he nitrogen supplied
:rop a dressing of one part of acidphos
and
phate, ground bone,
11
potash at the rate
pounds to the acre could probably be
ipplied to good advantage in most cases.
At a session of the executive com-

of, ,1000.

[Copyright. 1806. by the S. 8. McClure Co.]
talks.
But you may
thi uk that the conversation
of a little old ten dollar bill
In New York would be nothing more than a whisper. Oh, very
well! Pass up this sotto voce autobiography of an X If you like. If you are
one of the kind that prefers to listen to
John D.'e check book roar at you through
a megaphone as It passes by, all right
But don't forget that small change can
sav a word to the point now and then.
The next time you tip your grocer's
clerk a sliver quarter to give you extra
weight of his boss' goods read the four
words above the lady's head. How are
they for repartee?
I am a ten dollar treasury note, eerles of 1901. You may have seen one In
a friend's hand. On my face, In the
center. Is a picture of the Bison amerlcanus, miscalled a buffalo by fifty or
sixty millions of Americans. The heads
of Captain Lewis and Captain Clark
adorn the ends. On my back Is the
graceful figure of Liberty or Ceres or
Maxine Elliott standing In the center
of the stage on a conservatory plant.
My references Is—or are—section 3588.
revised statutes. Ten cold, hard dollars-1 don't say whether silver, gold,

lead

Nearly all worn out orchard l»nds
food.
contain little available plant
Hence, stable manure, cover crops,

potash, and phosphoric acid

By Ο. HENRY.

over

KN'RICH THE SOIL.

JM—;£ *!f»™

Cream Balm

quickly abtorbed.
Cites Relief at One*.

my

»dd humus
chard lands are usually deficient andif
legumes are used nitrogen ia added ale
Uover crop» should be «own when the
trees have made the proper season s
rrowth—about the middle of July—and
plowed under the following spring.

id

CATARRH

cause

worn-out orchards can be
cover crops.
They
to the soil in *h,ch old or-

ereatly improved by

n°, 2d

FOR

it

^rbe soil of

fought

Edgings,

Ely's

Demand have had a quarrel and mixed
up somewhat to the disadvantage of
fruitgrowers. Jack Frost made a bad
The importance of
matter still worse.
co-operation among fruit growers was
emphasized. The Missouri state horticultural society says it would be better
to cut frtiit trees down than not to cooperate. From a quarter acre orchard
there were
on President Craig's place
picked :i4 barrels Spys, six barrels Baldwins, two barrels Ilubbardston, 24 barrels Tolraan Sweets. This brought a
return of $000 to the acre.
Renovation of old orchards was discussed in an interesting way by Professor
the state college.
Beckenstrater of
Among other things he said it is not an
easy matter to outline a course of treatment for old bearing orchards. Through
long years of neglect the trees have gotten into the non-bearing habit and it
may be uext to impossible by any kind
of treatment to recuperate them. To
make apple trees bear well is to give
good and thoughtful treatment from the
time the trees are set. To begin such
trear nient late in life is necessarily only
corrective and too much should not be
expected of it.
it is tiret necessary to discover the
causes of its barrenness, to diagnose the
difficulty. No two worn-oat orchards
have reached the condition through the
same causes and consequently no two
require the same treatment in renovating. Λ special study must be made of
each particular case to determine the
treatment needed. Causes of barrenues#
Old age, parasites, lack of care,
are:
and depletion of soil fertility.
Old age with orchard trees is a relative term. In general the length of
time a fruit tree lives depends upon the
fruit, the variety, aud the environment.
The longest lived fruit trees are the
apple, the pear, the cherry, plum and
lastly the peach, following in order
named. Some varieties live longer than
others. A Wealthy apple tree has passed its most productive years at 25, while
hardly at its
a Sf»y under proper care is
Peaches live from 15 to 20
zenith at 50.
to 40,
years; plums 20 to 30; cherries 30
and apples 50 t<> 80.
Many orchards are
too old to be worth renovation.

machl?.®ry:

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

A

Supply
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ly pruned are apt to be kept In a condition of unreat, which ia apt to be fatal
to the beat productiveneaa.
Heavy pruning in thia climate should

be done in late winter or early
Maae
on practical agricultural toplce | when the severe weather ia paat.
Correspondence
la solicite*!.
Address all communication* In- the wound aa near the tree trunk aa
L· HitKi
tended (or this department to Ηβχχυ 1>.
and parallel with it, large
Hammosu, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem possible
Surgeon Dentist,
wounds should be covered with paint or
ocrat, Parle, Me.
MAINE.
other auitable dreaaing to prevent decay.
SOUTH PARIS.
The shaggy bark of old treea indicates
\. my heal work warranted.
Maine.
a "hide bound" and unthrifty condition
and harbors insect and fungi, Scrape
H P. JOS ES,
A CHIEF INDV9TKY IX MAINE.
the tree with a short handled hoe or
other suitable tool, remove all dead or
Dentist,
dying portions, cut out all aigus or
The annual summer field meeting of
MAINE.
NORWAY,
dead spots, borera
the Maine Pomological Society hel<i at cankers, gummosis,
or other troubles of the wood.
Some or
Hour·—» to 13—1 to 4.
OS
the home of President William Craig reall of these troubles are to be found in
cently was a marked succeed in every neglected orchards.
r V. SMITH,
way. The attendance was a representEarly in the spring, before thebuda
ative one and brought together hortistart, follow the above cleansing process
Attorney at Law,
cultural enthusiasts from the lecture
with a thorough spraying wi;h
MAINE.
tield and farm as well. President Craig
NORWAY.
solution
of copper
sulphate-three
a
Collection*
was
in
visited
Specialty.
which
has
a
tine
orchard
H ••«.■Block.
to 50 gallona water-to k 11
the forenoon. Professor Beckenstrater pounds
lichens and fungi. Apply the
mosses,
demonstrated pruning principles in an
uiil' Κ <ft PARK.
as recommendedI in
seasonal
interesting way. The same was done in the recentsprayings
bulletins upon that subject.
Attorneys at Law,
spraying Miss Annie Barrows gave a
Worn-out orchards are usually in sod
helpful talk on domestic economy. and no matter what the system of tillage
MAINE.
KKTHEL,
Mre. V. P. DeCoster had helpful sugEUwy C. Part.
advocated may be the breaking up of
Allison* Herrlck.
gestions to make along the line of na- the sod and subsequent tilling for severture studies, emphasizing the need of
al years must hold tiret place as a means
R1UHT Λ WHEEL**.
such in our couutry schools.
of renovating old orchards. Plow each
In his welcome address President Craig
spring and cultivate throughout the
reminded his friends that to be a good
A:orneys and Counsellors at Law,
season after every rain, or as many
horticulturist or a good granger one
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
times oftener as may be necesaary to
should endeavor to take pleasure in
Alton C. Wheeler.
.rime* .S. Wright.
keep down the weeds, so that they canbeautifying the spot on earth iu which not take the cream of the land and that
we live,
bpeaking from an agricultural plant food may become available for tne
and Mr.
&
he said Mr.
H.

Democrat.

*

value.

For the moment he seemed lost In his
iidmlratlon of the delicate workmanship, the beautifully tinted woods, and
tie sat down before It. dreaming. The
Ctrl looked at the man as If upon the
figure In a picture. The lights fell up»n him as he sat before the Instrument,
and she wondered why he did not
speak. Maybe, after all. the old thing

worth nothing
Howard Philips, man of leisure and
collector of antiques, turned to his
companion, hardly knowing which he
admired most, the Inanimate wooden
was

treasure or the l>eautlful girl
"If acceptable to you. Miss Yorke. I
will take the melodeon, giving you In
exchange the typewriter and a bonus
of $50," be finally said. "The Instrument is a beauty and a very rare spec!men," he added.
The final arrangements were completed. and the next day found Ethel
in possession of a typewriter and Philips with the melodeon Philips went
on with his search for antiques, but
somehow he felt that the greatest
treasure on which his eyes had rested
fn months—aye. even yenrs-was the
girl whose face seemed to haunt his

lreams.
A terrific enow and hall storm kept
him indoors some weeks after the our

α bit stralghter In hie
armchair. Could It he sheir At least
It was worth finding out.
At 8 o'clock that evening Philips
rang the bell of the Harlem flat, to be
admitted and made welcome by Ethel.
"You see, Miss Yorke. 1 am here
again," he said as lie turned to the
girl. She seemed more lovely than
"I have been trying to find you
ever.
for a long time, but you had ruu away
from your old home, and I only traced
you by the exchange coluuiu The fact
Is— well—er -how would yon consider
me as u teacher?"
Ethel's eyes danced. "You see, Mr.
Philips. I tried so hard to pick it up,

but could not. so I thought of your
Idea of e\< hange and put that ad In
the paper." she explained. "I did not
dream you taught typing."
"To be honest, I do uot. But I have
something here—something I found In
the old melodeon that will buy hundreds of lessons." And he handed her
the precious roll of bills
A cry of joy brought Aunt Cornelia
to the room, and a careful inspection
of the money revived memories of α
queer maiden aunt who did not believe In savings banks.
Of course Philips had to remain a:id
discuss the wonderful find, and this
made him one of the tiny circle, so
that the next ad. inserted by either
np|K*ared under the column headed

"Marriages."

The Diamond.
Writing on "The Romance of the
Diamond" in the North American Be*
view," Sir William Crookes refers lo
the theory advanced by some scientists
that the diamond is a «ift from heaven
conveyed to earth iu meteoric shower»,
:iud he confesses that the theory is njt
Ills description of
without support
the Iviinberley diamond mines Is Inter-

esting

The writer says:
circumstances point to U'.e
conclusion that the diamond of the
chemist and the diamond of the mine
It is
are strangely akin ns to origin.
evident that the diamond has not Iwcn
formed In situ In the blue ground
where It Is fouud. The genesis must
have taken place at vast depths under
The explosion of
enormous pressure.
large diamonds on coming to the surface shows extreme tension. More diamonds are found in fragments and
splinters than in perfect crystals, and
It is noteworthy that, although these
splinters and fragments must be derived from the breaking up of a large
crystal, yet In only one Instance have
pieces been found which could lie fitted
together, and these occurred at differr»nt levels Does not this fact point to
the conclusion that the blue ground Is
lot their true matrix? Nature does not
As the
make fragments of crystals
Klges of the crystals are still sharp and
inabraded. the locus of formation cannot have been very distant from the
There were probably
present sites
many sites of crystallization «Altering
η place and time or we should not see
»uch distinctive characters in the gems
'rom different mines nor Indped In dlanonds from different parts of the same
nine."

"Many

Inappropriate Songs.
"Our Sunday school sui>prlnt»>ndent
>nce gave h lecture on inappropriate
jongs," says a musical director of an
uptown church. "In which be told of
the primary room to tlnd the
nfants lustily singing:
"My Intest sun is sinking fast.
My rare Is nearly rua
"And our presiding elder used to tell,
with grvnt glee, of a bishop who at a
general conference retired with his
■oiumlttee to the anteroom to finish
in Important report a souk service to
As the returning clergyill the trap
nen filed down 'he main aisle, beaded
I )y the bishop, the chorus came out on:

risiting

"See the mighty hosts advancing.
leading on.
"Hut the most amusing Incident that
■eally came under my own observation
Λ-as while assisting In a revival servThe
I ce In a small western town.
ïvangelist seemed to find in a very
ι inccessful doctor of that place a sub; ject for special nnd unusual effort
}ne evening, while he was earnestly
aborting with the medical guutleman
ι ο come to the altar, an enthusiastic
ι sister began singing:
Satan

"The great physician

now

Is

near.

"A smile raD through the audience,
, he doctor's eyes twinkled, and the
( llvlne himself with difficulty maintain*
( κΐ a straight face.
It Is needless to
uld that there was no conversion thai
, light."- Buffalo Times.

Why, jndMdf

Robert Lowe once watched a deaf
friend listening to a moat tremendous
bore with hi· ear trumpet.
"Why,"
Lowe wondered aloud—"why contend
against natural advantagea?"
Silver

is

of leaa

value than

gold than virtue.—Herac·.

gold,

«
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THE OXFORD BEAKS.

TiJUU —SI JO a year If paid strictly In adranoe.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 centt.
All legal advertisements
A DTHTHMMTt
are given three eonsectlve insertions for 11.50
per tacit In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertl»
—

era.

Job Pustuis —New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make title department of oar bust■ess complete and popular.
IlIlttLE COPIES.

Purls Hill.
Baptist Church. Bev. B. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:4β A. M. Sunday
First

Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
ISO r. M. Y. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
CovePrayer Meeting Thursday evening at. 30.the
let
nant Meeting the iaat Friday before
Sunday of tne month at 2 30 p. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis Church, Bev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10 43
k. m. Sunday School at 11:4S.

G. Lincoln Hammond of New York,
one of the eons of the late Hon. George
P. Hammond, is visiting his mother and
other relatives here.
Edgar Farrar of Manchester, Ν. H., is
stopping at George B. Shaw's.
II. K. Knickerbocker of Arlington,
Mass., who had a camp here last season,
has established his camp for the present
Hammond's pasture
summer in H. P.
east of the village, near a line spring of
water and with an outlook of mountain
scenery that ought to make camp life a

Stagle Copie· of Ute Democrat are four cento
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Ute publishers or for the convenience of ι atrvns
jingle copie· of each lasue have been placed on
sale at the following place· In the County
Sburtleff'· Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
joy.
AlfrOtt Cole. Postmaster.
Buckdeld,
Prof. Edwin A. Daniels, who is a well
Mrs. Uarlow, PomOfBce.
Paris HU1,
White.
T.
Samuel
known expert in the making and Dying
West Pari·.
F. A. Shurtieff Λ Co.
of various forms of kites, is experimenting in this line the present summer.
For President,
Paria Hill people got a scare from the
tire west of the village last Monday.
At one time it appeared from the Hill to
be in the Cummings pines on the east
of Ohio.
side of the river, and a west wind filled
the village with smoke. Good work in
fighting the fiâmes and the hard shower
For Vice-President,
of Tuesday evening helped the situation
and removed the cause of alarm.
Hon. Edward L. Parrie returned to
of New York.
>iew York last week.
A. M. Ryereon and A. Elroy Dean attended the Democratic state convention
For Governor,
at Bangor last week as delegates from
Paris.
M.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Garland of Bosof Poland.
ton, with their daughter, Mrs. Sanders,
and her two children, are guests at
Loren B. Merrill's. Mrs. Garland is just
For State Auditor,
recovering from an accident received a
few weeks since, having been thrown
CHARLES P. HATCH,
and considerably injured while alightof Augusta.
ing from a street car.
Miss Mary Case left here last week to
For Representative to Congress,
accompany her father from New York
on a tour to Europe.
They will meet
JOHN P. SWASEY,
Miss Clara Case, who is now abroad, and
of Canton.
who is to return with them.
Friend» here are sorry to learn of the
painful accident to Mrs. Job. H. RawFor Senator,
In assisting her husband, who is
son.
of Bethel.
HENRY U. HASTINGS,
unable to get about without assistance,
Mrs. Kawson fell from a piazza, breakFor Judge of Probate,
of Bethel. ing her left shoulder and spraining her
ADDISON E. HERKICK,
ankle. Mr. and Mrs. Rawson are living
For Register of Probate,
with Mrs. Rawson's brother, JameR H.
of Paris. Clark, on a farm in the Bolster District.
ALBERT D. PARK,
Mrs. O. A. Maxim is visiting her son,
For County Treasurer,
I'rof. Maynard Maxim, at Island Cotof Par s.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
tage, Lake Cobbossecontee.
Mr. and Mrs. Cheshire L. Boone of
For County Attorney,
N. J., are guests at Mrs.
of Rurofoid. Montclair,
RALPn T. PARKER,
Carter's. Mr. Boone is director of manual training in the New Jersey State
For County Commissioner,
of Paris. Normal Schools.
HENRY D. HAMMOND,
Wright L. Calkins, Jr., of Jackson,
For Sheriff,
Mich., has been a guest at Mrs. Carter's
Paris
of
the past week.
HIRAM R. HUBBARD,
In the medal play contest at the golf
links last Saturday, Fred Shaw won the
For R«pr«*cutallv·· to th· legislature,
prize for men and Miss Helen Cole the
of Rumford.
STANLEY B1SBEE
for women. The tea was given by
prize
Paris.
of
C. HOWARD LANE,
Mrs. Potter and Mrs. Thorne and was a
Porter.
of
STANLEY
ORMAS L.
very pleasant occasion.
of Hebron
AUSTIN" A NELSON.
Master Thayer Quinbv of Newton,
Hartford
of
W.
STETSON,
TEN BROECK
Mass., is a guest at Javis M. Thayer's.
A Cumberland County paper contains
NEW ADVKBTlSEMEVrS.
the following account of the marriage of
t; lasses as a Last Resort.
Miss Tufts of Gorham, Maine, formerly
Wanted.
of this village: Mr. Perry S. Johnson
Two Road Petitions
and Miss Pansy Tufts were united in
For Sale.
Odd Trousers.
marriage on the afternoon of the 10th
Mark Down Sale of Skirts.
inst., at the Methodist parsonage, Rev.
Toilet Articles
Albert A. Lewis being the officiating
Mid-Summer Mark Down Sale.
Notice.
clergyman. Mr. Johnson is an officer in
Notice.
Bankruptcy
the U. S. Army, stationed at Fort Levett, Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson go
Made Key to Fit Store Doors.
to St. Louis, Mo., for a bridal trip and
will reside in Portland.
PARIS CLERGY- on their return

William H. Taft,
JAMES S. SHERMAN,

FERNALD,

BERT

SON OF
MAN

FORMER

SOUTH

ARRESTED

AND

CONFESSED

TO

ROBBING R IT M FOB D FALLS STORE.

Chapman, who for
was employed by the Ε.

Robert

several

Hebron.
Professor Ira Bearce

went to Fitchnow is at

burs. Mas*., last week and

K. Day Orono for a few weeks.
mocus
Professor Henry Bearce goes to WashCo., Ruraford Falls, as rioor walker, but
finished hie engagement about two weeks ington, D. CM this week, where be will
Sheriff El- be in govemment employ.
ago, was arrested by Deputy
Mr. J. F. Moody and J. F. Moody, Jr.,
liot Friday, charged with the theft of

are at home getting their bay.
money and other valuables from the
Miss Nina Glover is at home from St.
store the night before.
At tiret, Mr. Chapman denied the Barnabas Hospital for a few days' vacawith
charge, but after the evidence became tion. Miss Glover is much pleased
is making fine progress.
quite conclusive he made a confession, her work and
Rev. W. H. Clark, Mrs. Clark of Turand Saturday morning entered a plea of
Miss Ettie May Goodguilty before Judge Stearns, aud was ner and her niece. were
at Miss Tripp's
bound over to the Supreme Court, Oc- rich, of Missouri,
tober term. Bail was set at STOO. He Tuesday.
Miss Richardson, a former student
was taken to Paris jail.
The Citizen contains the following here, is visiting Mrs. Howe.
Frauk Smith, who has been in poor
particulars:
but sits
Friday morning when the Ε. K. Day health for months, is very low, little
on
store was opened it was seen that the up and goes out of doors a
al- pleasant days.
money drawers had been rilled, and
together about $.>0 stolen. The officers
were at once communicated with, and
Lovell.
all the facts put in their possession.
The steady rain of Friday night was
The sheriff soon found out that Chap much needed here.
man had been trying to borrow money
The summer residents and visitors are
the day before, and had that day paid still coming in.
with
that
a
kind
of
corresponded
money
W. II. Farrington has returned from
that taken from the store. He ascertain- Portland, where he was operated on for
ed that Chapman had plans to have his
appendecitis.
trunk taken to the station at night, preMrs. Mabel Patterson is at the Maine
paratory for starting for St. John's, N. Genernl Hospital, where she was operB., where his wife is stopping, she hav- ated on for appendecitia, and is making
ing gone there two weeks ago.
rapid recovery.
Without further evidence Chapman
Mr. Walter Reeves and his mother
was taken into custody. Later on it was
returned to Portland Thursday, having
some
time
discovered that he had at
spent his vacation with his brother,
back pawned a dre«s pattern. When Rev. F. H. H. Reeves, here.
confronted with the evidence of this and
Arthur S. Knight came from Boston
other things Chapman weakened and
Friday to join his family at John B.
confessed the whole matter.
Kimball's. He has been here before this
On St. John's day the store was closed season, lie came in from the late train
for a while and it was then that Chapby Fox's Automobile, which is carrying
man was given a key to the back doors,
a few passengers from Fryeburg
quite
locked
be
with instructions that they
station to Brown's camp.
that
He
took
opdaring the parade.
Owen C. Eastman and wife are at their
portunity to take an impression of the camp on Upper Kezar.
a
this
did
very iugenious
by
key. He
Dr. S. S. Stearns and family of Washmethod. The key was to pressed into a
ington and Lovell, are at their home at
■oft paper that a faultless impression the Center for the summer.
From this he tiled out a perwas made.
Will H. Farrington ia making good refect key so far as the fit goes. The ofcovery from an operation for appendicitis
ficer» are of the opinion that he is an ex- at Portland.
pert workman, for it is not an amateur's
Mrs. Mabel Patterson was operated on
job to make a key at best. It is evident for appendicitis at the Maine General
could
skilled
that only a person well
Hospital Thursday, and is doing well.
make a Yale key from any kind of au

impression.

Chapman says be made the key himself and implicated no one. There were
found in his room several articles that
he had taken from time to time from
from the store. His genius seemed to
be limited to the mechanical work of
the robbery, for all else he left uncovered tracks.
There has not occurred anything that
has surprised the community any more
than the arrest and confession of ChapHe was generally well liked and
man.
considered an honorable man by all who
knew him. He formerly worked for the
International Correspondence School. Is
the son of a Methodist clergyman who
was
formerly settled at Sonth Taris
where the young man is well known.

Wilson's Mills.
Mr. Iverson and wife of Littleton, have
been up for a few days' rest.
Dr. Jones and son have also been up.
The doctor was telephoned for Thursday night to attend the nurse of Mrs.
All Thurston, who is very sick with
rheumatic fever. The nurse had the
misfortune to fall down the cellar stairs,
injuring her badly.
A new master was elected Saturday
night at the Grange.
The auction at Littlehales took place

Friday.

Jess Flint, Joe Hart, Lawrence Littehale and Mace Collins have been guid-

ing.

J. H.

fishing.

Dudley spent

a

few

days

here

The Grange Fair will take place the
Class Reunion.
24th.
14 the class of 1900, Hebron
Rev. Mr. Hague will preach here Sunheld its first reunion at Riverday.
and
ton Casino. Δη informal reception
business meeting, at which letters from
Peru.

July
Academy,
On

absent members

were

read,

was

follow-

most excellent dinner.
The table, around which the twentytwo present gathered, was spread on the
broad veranda and prettily decorated
with flowers. Miss Mary L. Frost of
Dixfield, acted as toast mistress, and after
the toasts, singing of the class ode and a
few other songs, a class picture was

ed

by a

taken.

m

Mr. P. G. Barrett has sold his share in
trade to I. C. Kidder and his brother
Wilmer.
Mr. H. E. Stillman bas purchased him
is around spraya sprayer and now he
ing people's potatoes.
Mr. Hamlin Ireland has sold his stand
at East Peru to Mr. Curtis of Worthley
Pond. Mr. Willie Haines bought Mr.
Curtis' place.
We are having very warm weather.
Mr. J. T. Getchell has gone to
LaGrange to see his son Ernest, who is
sick.
Eunice Poland is visiting at J. E.
Conant's.

West Sumner.
Deaconeea Johnson of Utioa, New
York, arrived here Thuraday to epend
the season at Ryemoor. The Deaconeaa
1· familiarly known m Slater Mary.
Dr. Atwood and his father of Maaaa·
chusetta were in thi· village Thursday
looking the field over. Dr. Atwood
wonld like to locate here if he could get
He came here
a good boarding place.
from Falmouth, where be is spending
his vacation with his family.
David Coles and wife of Sumner spent
the day with Mr. and Mrs. George Clark

Wednesday.

Herbert Wright of Weld and Mies
Nina Bradford of Paris were in town

Friday.

An alarm of fire waa sent over the
telephone to this village last Sunday
morning. Arthur Allen, who lives
about two miles from the village on the
road to Paris Hill, aet a brush fire near
his house two weeks before and it bad
been smouldering ever since. Sunday
the fresh breeze fanned the fiâmes and
the fire began to spread and Allen beThe men responded
came alarmed.
promptly to his call for help and dug a
trench around the fire which they soon
had under control, and it waa well they
were able to check it, for had it made
it
any headway everything is so dry
would have spread rapidly. As it wae
they could not extinguish it.
Naaman Burgees of Hartford was in
Mr. Burgess brought his
town Friday.
little stepson to Mrs. Cyrus Hazelton,
the grandmother, for her to care for
while Mrs. Burgess is in a hospital at
Lewlston.
Carl Dunham and little eon Ray moud
went to Lewiaton Wednesday. Mr.
Dunham went there to get medical aid
for hie son, who has been wearing a
plaster cast on his right leg for a year
and a half. Dr. Haskell spoke very encouragingly. The doctor thinks in six
months Raymond will be able to go
without the cast.
Eugene Elwell of Greenwood has
bought the place formerly occupied by
Geo. Curtis, and expects to move there
soon.

Edith Bradford, the central girl in the
Oxford County Telephone office, left
Edith
while

Friday for a few days' vacation.
Barrett of Sumner took her place
was away.
Helen Rowe and her sister Mabel of
Minot were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Chandler Friday and Saturday
of last week. Miss Rowe taught two
terms of school in this village last year
and her former pupils are very much attached to her and were very glad to see
her.
Several families here are without water, while others get only a few pailsful
water hat» failed
daily. The
to run except at the lowest places and
people are obliged to bring water from a
distance. It is said that there are bad
leaks in the pipe.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn came here
Saturday for an extended vacation.
Young Bisbee, who has been employed
shoe factory, is in
as bookkeeper in a
poor health and has had to give up the
close confinement of office work. He is
staying with his father, Sylvester Bisbee.
The S. B. R. Clnb was entertained by
Deaconess Sanford at Ryemoor Thursday afternoon. Washington Irving was
the author to be studied. A selection
from Rip Van Winkle was read, also
Irving's Courtship of Matilda Hoffman
and Irving's Account of Himself. Refreshments of cake and cocoa were served, after which The Lulably, and other

she

aqueduct

!
Brown field.
her
(or
home
at
U
MIm
Ollea
Marlon
Never
rammer vacation.
MIm Giles is attendthat of Friday night.
body smile! We have not even had local ing Smith'· College.
The Congregational Society baa enshowers, ezoept two or three so light as
to be hardly worth mentioning and gaged the service· of the Rev. Mr. Alsince Jnne 1st there has been just one- bino for the summer.
Mrs.'Jas. B. Peckham and daughter
half day of rain on June 15. If the rain
continues in a normal way perhaps the Rnth, and Mrs. Sidney W. Bowe have
gardens may revive to be worth some- retnrned from their viait to Mrs. Arthur
DeWitt at Baton, Ν. H.
thing.
The Miaaea Prey's formerly of Loveil,
Ur. ▲. F. Williams, who makes his
Wert Pari·.

vu

borne

with

rein more

bis

welcome then
It made every-

daughter,

Mrs. F. E.

have

bongbt

of

Albert

for

Johnaon

Wheeler, returned home last week after $1,800 bia aet of baildinga on Main Street
and are well aettled in their new home.
The Free Will Baptiat Society of Merrill'a Corder Church, have engaged the

two months! visit with friend and relatives in Massachusetts. His niece, Miss
Beatrice Eddy, of Boston, came with
him for a visit.
Mrs. Charles H. Bates has gone to one
of the summer hotels at the White
Mountains, where she will work through
the season as bookkeeper. At present
Mr. Bates takes his meals at J. R. Tucker's.
A local subscriber noted the item last
week regarding the age and remarkable
activity of Mr. Stephen Rowe of Bryant's Pond, and said there was at least
one man, a native of Paris, who was a
in years. Mr.
little more advanced
Cyprian Benson of North Paris was born
Dec. 21, 1812, and has been a life long
resident of that town. He married
Charlotte F. Bemis and has one son,
Charles B. Benson, Esq., who lives at
North Paris. His home being broken
up Mr. Benson for several years lived
with Rev. Seth Benson, but when Rev.
Mr. Benson came here to occupy his
newly purchased house his aged uncle
went to live in the family of Fred Hendrickson at South Woodstock, where he
still remains.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum is closing out her
summer stock of millinery at low prices
to make room for fall goods. This
month she is keeping the store open
only afternoons from oue to six o'clock,
and probably will take an August vacation.
The Lucky Leaf Club met last Thursday evening with Miss Jennie M. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. William Soule of West
Manchester, Ν. H., are visiting relatives
here for a week or two. A week ago
Saturday and Sunday there was quite a
family reunion at Albert J. Ricker's.
Mrs. Ricker's two sisters, Mrs. Soule
and Mrs. C. C. Dearborn of South Paris,
were there, also her niece, Mrs. Ε. H.
Brown, of Rumford.
Mr. George L. Dunham and family of
Brattleboro, Vt., arrived in town last
Thursday for a visit of a week or two
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Dunham.
J. C. Howe and P. S. Farnum have
much improved their double house by
painting it. Some very desirable improvements have been made inside in
Mr. Farnum's part.
Lewis M. Mann has carpenters at
work reshingling his house, after which
he will have a piazza built.
Mrs. G. A. Smith recently was called
to Mount Vernon for a few days by the
death of her grandmother.
W. □. Barker is clerking in A. K.
a

Shurtleff's pharmacy.

aervioea of the Rev. John Mitchell until
1.
L. B. Gilea haa bought of Albert Johnaon the aet of buildinga formerly the
Staplea Coat Shop, for ΙβΟΟ.
Mr. Blbridge Carr wife and children of

September

Cumberland Milla,

are

spending

Carr'a

their

mother

on

vaoation with,
Spring Street.
Miae Lura Staplea, who ia In the employ of the H. S. Melcher Co., of Portland, is spending her vacation here with
Mr.

relativee.
Mr. F. B. Bradbury's building is having its foundation built.
Mrs. Charles Stiokney of Hampton,
Masa., and Mrs. W. G. Stickney and children of Beverly, Maaa., are the guests of
Mrs. B. A. G. Stickney at her summer
home.
Miae Elsie Whitney is spending her
vacation among friends in Franklin. N.
II., and in Boston, Mass., and vicinity.
The blueberry crop is nearly a failure
on account of the draught.
Mr. Samuel Warren ia making good
progress upon bis set of buildings that
he is having built to replace those destroyed by fire last winter. Chas. Osgood of Hiram, is the contractor.
The frienda of Mr. L. B. Giles celebrated bis 67th birthday by a salute of
guns at sunrise, and fireworks in the
evening. Refreshments weie served· to
those who called through the day to
congratulate bim upon his anniversary.
Mra. Richard Massey will spend the
summer in North Conway, Ν. H.
Mr. J. E. Clements has completed the
laying of his water pipe to supply some
fifteen families from his system in East
Brownfield.
Mrs. Loring Cole bas returned from
her visit to her son's family at Freeport,
Me.
Mr. W. L. Johnson has made many
improvements upon the buildings that
he recently purchased from Chas. Swan
of Bozbury, Mass.
Mr. Albert Johnson started for California July 4th with the intention of
making it his future home.
Mr. Fred Warren will move into the
rent of Mr. Leroy Boynton's August 1.
Mr. Eddie Wentworth who has been
in the Maine General Hospital for an
operation has returned home.
The family of Mr. Ernest Lord of
Chelsea, Mass., are spending the summer with Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Johnson.
The health of Mr. Frank Staples that
has been causing hie friends much anxand son Arthur iety, has greatly improved.

Mrs. William Uayes
of Auburn are spending a summer vacation here and are occupying Dr. F. H.
Married July 12, Clifford Jones and
Packard's house during their absence at Mildred
Durgin.
camp.
Several went to Portland, July 13, to
We understand that Mrs. Mary G.
Buffalo
Bill show.
see the
Bradbury has sold her small farm in
Mr. Wm. Brooks is building a stable.
Tuelltown to Mr. Pirainen, a young
Boarders arrived last week at the
Pinn, who is working this summer for
Cottage.
Spring
Laurie Immonen.
Master Alfred Nute has gone to NewMr. E. L. Abbott has moved into the
field for an indefinite time.
vocal aolos were very charmingly render- Elmer Hammond bouse at Trap Corner
J. L. Frink is suffering from eczema
ed by Mrs. Frederick Sanford, followed for the present. Mr. and Mrs. Thurs- on his face.
are
who
moved
a
there
while
ago,
by a piano solo by Miss Emma Gail. ton,
West Bethel.
The attendance wan unusually large and working for R. N. Stetson at West SumHammond
ner.
is
that
Mr.
It
reported
it was a very enjoyable occasion.
The summer host Is here
has sold his house but we are not sure
And wilted men appear,
With collar» off and carrying their coate,
of particulars.
Buckfleld.
Ami families, all dressed
In just their Sunday beat,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewie M. Irish of Rum-,
Bethel.
Excursions make on crowded cars and boats.
ford Falls, have been epending a week at
Sunday morning, June 12, the music
the home of Mr. H. A. Irish.
at the Congregational Church was of an
Some signs are more false than trne
Mrs. Emily Seavey of Dorchester,
Some are too thick and some too thin ;
unusually high order. Prof. Pepper of
Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. New York, rendered two solos
But the truest one that meets my view
and
Is: "Summer boarders taken Id."
Washburn.
those who have listened to his singing
Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Heald and Mr. and
know what a rare treat was enjoyed.
Mrs. F. W. Record camped at North
Prof. Chapman was organist, owing to
Edgar Innman of Betbel;Hill,is visiting
Pond last week.
the illness of Miss Laura Hall. Mr. friends in this village.
of
CamMorandi
Mrs. Jennie Jewett
A. M. Stahl of Berlin, Ν. H., was in
Brown, violinist, accompanied Prof.
bridge, Mass., has been a guest at Hotel Pepper as he sang the second solo. The West Bethel last Wednesday.
last
week.
of
a
Long part
The Percy Lumber Co. started their
music, vocal and instrumental was an
Mrs. Major Alden and son of Deering,
impressive part of the morning worship. mill sawing bobbin blocks Wednesday.
are guests of Mrs. Alden's sister Miss
L. E. Alien and son Elmer are paintSunday evening Mrs. Ilaratio Newell,
Lizzie Allen.
who has been missionary to Japan for ing the outside of their buildings.
The funeral of George W. Shaw was
Some are trying to keep garden vegetwenty years, delighted her audience
held from his late residence in tbe east,
with the etory of her work there and her tables alive by sprinkling daily with
part of the town on Friday, July 17, at description of the country and their own well wator.
ten o'clock, Rev. Eleanor Forbes officiatE. Payson Philbrook of Wakefield,
surroundings was intensely interesting,
ing. Mr. Shaw was 75 years of age and and her deep interest in her work gives Mass., is visiting his sister, Mrs. A. P.
and
esteem
a man who held the respect
a charm to her recital of it.
Mason, and other relatives in town.
uf hie large circle of neighbors and
Otis X. Mason, formerly a Pullman
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. were the
friends. He was a member of Nizinscot
guests of the Misses Shirley at River- car conductor, is working for his brothersurie
F.
He
0.
0.
I.
No.
104,
Lodge,
side Cottage, the summer home of their in-law, W. D. Mills.
vived by one daughter, Miss Addie Shaw.
Showers with thunder passed north
sister, Mrs. Ε. T. Russell. This was a
Miss Townsend of Waterville, is tbe
real field day. After the openiug exer- and south of this place last week, but no
guest of Mrs. H. F. Raweon.
cises and necessary business, the ladies rain has.fallen here since the evening of
Mr. and Mrs. t'has. Bradbury are went
out a short distance from the the Fourth.
spending a part of their vacation at the house to enjoy the view of mountains
Millard L. Mason returned from Greenold homestead in this town.
and river. Those who climbed to Sun- field, Ν. H., Saturday, and will assist
visof
Hebron
Master Willard Conant
set Ledge were well repaid, for below the his father. A. P. Mason, through the bayited Mr. A. F. Warren Saturday.
Androscoggin River winds through the ing season.
M re. Alice Potter and son Ernest Myvalley, while in the distance the mounWest Buckfield.
tain range is grand. It was here that ron, are visiting her brother Myron BaMrs. A. S. Hall and daughter have re- the sweet
Lucy Larcom, received con and family in Anburndale, Mass.
The long continued drouth became
the inspiration for some of her sweetest
turned from Yarmouth.
Percy and Beryl narlow are at Wm. poems. The hostesees arranged the pic- quite severe in June, but is now really
nic supper in a most beautiful spot upon alarming, feed in many pastures being
Harlow's.
the lawn, and Mrs. Russell assisted by dead, the watering places for cattle dry,
A. S. Hall is having a silo built.
Fay Foster has gone to Newport, Vt., her daughter, Miss Shirley Russell, corn dying, and everything green in a
served with the hospitality and good wilted condition and turning yellow.
for a month's visit.
Samuel Williams Potter died Friday
Blanche Buck is spending her vacation cheer for which the family are noted.
at her uncle's, 0. J. Buck's, in Chicago. The day will long be remembered by all morning, July 10th, aged 04 years, 1
Many attended the wild west show at present as one of the happiest of the month and 4 days. He was born in Giisummer of '08.
ead, and lived there unlil five years ago,
Lewiston.
Gordon Steady of Berlin, Ν. H., ie at
Tuesday Rev. W. C. Curtis, Rev. when he sold his farm and bought a
Frank Mansfield, Dr. Baker and Mr. small house in this village.
Fred Bennett's.
Miss Cornelia Parris of Bath, Me., is Irving Clark went to Gorham and asLocke's Mills.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. M. E. Ben- cended Mount Washington to see the
The following card has been reoeived
sunrise Wednesday morning, returning
nett.
by several in town:
Miss Jennie Bonney is at home from Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Mary M. Osgood announces the
Diztield.
Thursday evening Mr. Charles Kellogg, the noted naturalist, gave a lecture marriage of her daughter, Abbie Roxin Odeou Hall. Mr. Kellogg does what ana, to Ordell Ephram Bryant, on WedNorth Waterford.
no other man in the United States can nesday, the 8th of Jnly, 1908, Auburn,
is
of
Cole
Greenwood, visiting do, he not only imitates the sounds of Me.
Emery
relatives in town.
Mrs. Lydia Bryant, who has been visbirds, but he has come so much into
David Lebroke ie cutting hay on the sympathy and close toch with them that iting her sister, Mrs. Abbie Trask, rehe oonvereee with them. He also showed turned home Monday.
Chaplain place.
Mrs. W. W. Coolidge and Mrs. Lola
Quite a heavy thunder and hail storm moving pictures of birds. Mrs. Kellogg
here Tuesday night.
sang, also Prof. Baum, who is a guest at Foster called on Mrs. Bert Sanborn at
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Hazleton visited Nature Camp, Newry.
Bethel last Wednesday.
her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
The V. I. S. Sewing Circle met WedQuite a number of tickets were sold
Dan Smith of Norway, Saturday night for the Buffalo Bill circus in Lewiston nesday afternoon with Mrs. Mary Bartand Sunday.
lett.
Thursday.
Carroll McAllister ia visiting at his
Work on the receiving tomb is proChester Bean, U. Μ. '08, has gone to
at
Lovell.
fill a position in Rhinebeck, Ν. Y.
grandparents
gressing finely.
Martins
visited
at
Rilla
The funeral services of the late Charles
The ladies of the Universalist Society
Harry Morey
a few days.
will hold their annual Fair July 30.
Bryant of Charlestown, Mass.,were held
of
favorable
looks
at
the Union Church, Friday, July 10,
having
Prof. Pepper of New York, will give a
Everything
the telephone at Bisbee Town.
at one o'clock. Rev. C. L. Banghart ofconcert in Odeon Hall, Aug. 4.
The editor of the Citizen has been ficiated and music was furnished by the
West Lovell.
demonstrating to his friends bis knowl- church choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bryant and Mr.
Mrs. Georgie Cbadbourne has gone to edge of farming the past week, having
purchased an intervale farm, and has and Mrs. Lorenzo Billings of Milton, atLynn on business.
tended Charles Bryant's funeral.
Mrs. Walter Fox and sons of Brock- cut the grass and secured it "while the
Mrs. Banghart, wife of our pastor,
ton, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Fox's sun shines."
The Ladies Club is busy preparing for sang a beautiful solo at the afternoon
parents, John Fox and wife.
service
Sunday, July 12.
Mrs. Marguerita Mayo of Auburn has the Fair of August 13.
Thursday evening, August 13, Mr.
been visiting at Nalhauiel Fox's.
Norway Lake.
R. A. LeBaron is at home for a few Frank Reynolds, of Boston, monologist
and impersonator, will appear in Grange
Miss Janet C. Stephens is at home
days.
Hall under the auspices of the Method- from
Torrington, Conn., for the sumist Church. He is a cultured musician mer vacation.
Albany.
as well, and comes with flattering recoAda Frost is visiting in Auburn.
Rain is needed very badly. Every- mendations.
Mrs. R. W. Knight visited at Ο. M.
in
this
is
vicinity.
thing drying up
Miss L. M. Stearns is holding her anCummings' Thursday.
Mrs. J. F. Guptil has a horned toad nual
July clearance sale. Everything in
Mr. and Mrs. Will Flood and little son
whioh she recently purchased of Lin- shirt
waists, white goods, gloves, &c., visited at David Flood's recently.
wood Flint of Waterford.
do., are marked down to satisfy the
Mrs. Nellie Jordan and son are visitF. G. Sloan recently bought a horse of
purse of everybody. All trimmed hats ing in Chester, Ν. H.
Timothy Gill of Greenwood.
are sold at a reduced price.
One is alMrs. Roy Keene and baby visited at
Mrs. Persis York and daughter, Mrs.
ways sure of the most courteous atten- Asa Frost's recently.
Annette Briggs of South Paris, are at tion and it is well worth a call at the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Solater visited
0. J. Cross'.
store to look over the goode and get at
Qeorge Frost's the 13th.
Ell worth Wilbur was in town last
prices.
Ruth and Doris Stiles, grandchildren
week.
of Mr. Benjamin Tucker, have come
There will be a dance at the Grange
frem Alton, Ν. H., to stop there for a
Bryant's Fond.
Hall July 24.
John E. Hathaway, carrier on mail time.
Mrs. Belle Foster and little Dorothy
Mrs. Arthur Tucker and four children
Blennerhassett of Lowell, are visiting route No. '2, is taking a vacation, and his
are stopping at Benjaof
relatives in town.
brother, M. M. Hathaway is now on minFramingham,
Tuoker's.
duty.
Mrs. Ernest Murch and little son ClayEast Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Janes L. Bowker were
ton were guests of Miss Elsie Favor of
Several from the vicinity went to in Portland several days this week visitTheir Norway, the 15th.
Lewiston to see the Wild West show on ing their son, Irvin L. Bowker.
son, Wilford F. Bowker, and wife of
Thursday.
Hiram.
Lovell Irish of Somerville, Mass., Maiden, Mass., who have also been visit40 above zero, and a welThermometer
now stopping with
are
in
Portland,
Mrs.
bis
ing
is
with his son
sister,
visiting
come rain at last.
Rebecca Russell. He is not in his usual them.
Mrs. George Lane of Philadelphia, is
The West Paris ball team employs
health and his lameness of the foot that
Pond this visiting her sister, Mrs. James A. Warhas troubled him for several years does three players from Bryant's
season.
They are Fred C. Farnum, sec- ren.
not seem to improve as is desired.
Rev. A. C. Boyd and Mr. Charles Mcleft field,
Thomas B. Keene of East Whitman, ond base, James D. Farnum,
Elmer Bowker, right field and Intire of Denmark was in town TbursMass., met with an accident that has and
caused the amputation of one leg. He catcher.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth, held conrt
James Waterbouse and his friend,
ia now In a Brockton hospital. He is a
Harold Lang of Portland, are staying at Thursday and Friday in East Brownfieid.
brother of Ezra Keene of Hartford.
Mrs. Minnie H. McLaren of Alhambra,
Rev. L. M. Robinson la stopping at hia E. R. Freeman's.
There are but few summer guests Cal., will defer her return home until
anceatral home and ia making aarveya
She is at present visiting her
summer. Com- August.
and fixing boundaries of hia real eatate around oar village this
John W. Hubbard of Fryeburg.
pared with former years the town seems brother,Eii
property which ta quite extenaive.
C. Wadsworth is improving.
Mrs.
The raapberry aeaaon la about over and nearly deserted.
Married in Hiram, July 11, by LewelMany farmers are nearly throagh with
•o ia tbe haying season, except on the
Mr. Everett L.

singer,

A trolley ride was enjoyed and those
who remained for the evening attended
the theatre at Cape Cottage.
Members of the class present were
Geo. A. Senter, Alfred; Mrs. Delia
Keene Leach, West Minot; Mrs. Kate
Merrill Bearce, Hebron; John D. S.
Farris, Everett, Mass.; Mrs. Mildred
East Brown field.
Stanton Fernaid, Mrs. Edith Walker
Last week a sait was brought by C. E.
Hubbard, Poland; Misa Mary L. Frost,
Dixfield; Sylvan us Poor, Andover; Miss Hill against Joseph Meserve, a tenant of
Prudence Richardson, Rangeley; Miss Mr. Hill's. The accusation was assault
Kate M. Libby, Sebago Lake; Miss with intent to kill. At the hearing held
Irving at Bradbory Hall last Friday, Mr.
Florence Marsh, Dixfield; J.
Hayden, Raymond; Arthur C. Pierce, Meserve was bonnd over to the grand
Maiden, Maas.; Mrs. Ethel Andrews Lib- jury. Bonds were placed at 1500, which
by, Mlas Mande S. Welle, Miss Caroline were secured.
Mr. Win Day is In Smith's Mills.
Weacott, Portland.
Mrs. Hattie Sanborn spent July 12 in
The special gueata were: Anson L.
Libby, Miaa Audrey Libby, F. L. Blddeford.
The Congregational Circle met with
Newcomb, Portland; Mrs. J. Irving
meadowa.
Haydan, Raymond; Profesaor Henry W. Mrs. Mary Gatohell last Wednesday.
The crop la vary
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poor· ha?e been
Bearce, Orono; Miaa Clara Leach, West
orop will also be
Minot.
entertaining guests (or a (aw days.

having, and their barns will all look lyn A. Wadsworth,
AdaM.
empty when the iaat load of bay Thomas of Baldwin, and Miss
light and the apple qalteIn.
Hartford of Hlnm,
J

light.

goes

I

WEEK IN MAINE.

dreeowood.
THE
«bower came Tuesday
had
drouth
the
night it vu hoped that
ended for thli year, at least, bat it aoon The Most Important State
ended and now it ia M dry as before,
Briefly Told.
When

that

and the tree· on the hillside are taming
yellow for the want of rain. O, for an
Elijah to pray for it!
To give some idea of what the drouth
has done for the hay crop, one illustration will suffice. Last year one man
took from a field four loads of good
English hay, and the other day be got
only one load of about the same size
and fine enough for gun wadding. Bat
we are faring better than that in the
bonse for water. In the fall of 1889 we
dug an acqaedoct of more than twenty
rods to the house, and never has it dried
up or failed to run from that day to
this, and splendid water it is as they all
aay who drink of it.
The widow of A. D. Bryant of Freeport called at the Bennett place recently, but was obliged to make it abort on
account of being called home to attend
to business in connection with her hueband's estate. She intenda to come
later and atop aeveral weeks in the

BLUE 8TORIS.

New*

ODD TROUSERS.

Real estate Is booming at Romford

result of the vote to build a
Palls
new bridge over the river at a cost of
as a

THIS TIME OF YEAR WE SELL A GREAT
MANY ODD TROUSERS.

AT

about 140,000.

The loss by forest fires in Maine the
past week has been enormous. Hardly

section of the state has been free from
tbem, while in many places they have
got so beyond control of tbe local fire
fighters that men have been brought in
special trains to assist. At Wells, where
a line of fire two miles wide threatened
the village, several hundred men were
taken from all along tbe line of the Boston & Maine Railroad.

a

Sidney A. Tobie, a wealthy retired
leather merchant, was instantly killed at
his farm on Broodway, Haverhill, Mass.,
Tuesday, by being run over by a hay
rack. His daughter Eva was in tbe field

Freshen up the Old Suit with
$3.50,

Dress Worsted Trousers..
Dress Cauimere Trousers
Work Trousers
Cotton and Khaki Trousers

I. W.

3.00, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00

$2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00
$1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00
$i.od, 1.50

Outing Trousers.

good variety in Flannels

A

Tropicals,

and

$2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00, 4.50.

Tailoring

Furnishings

with him when the accident occurred.
Swan, wife and little girl of Mr. Tobie's horse started to run to the
Locke's Mills, were our guests from barn, throwing him against a fence
Clothing Cleansed,
Saturday until Sunday afternoon. They and beneath the wheels of tbe rack,
have had a aevere time with the measles which crushed his head and body. He
there, and our little granddaughter says was 60 years old and a native of Poland,
she doesn't care about having them Me.
again. Miss Lorna Littlehale was boardNews comes from Good Will Farm, Soutli Parie
ing there and was down with them at
institution in which so
the same time. She has closed her that excellent
interested for
school and is now employed in the Ad- many Maine people are
the continuous good it does, that a revertiser office at Norway.
cent gift from Mrs. Tracy W. McGregor
F. A. eilCBTliEFF * CO.
Tes, we are having further proof that
Michigan, will establish anour climate is one of extremes.
Only a of Detroit,
home at Good Will. The
short time ago people were dying of other endowed
will be called, by Mrs.
heat in the cities, and now it is so cold new addition
Whitney Home,
fur McGregor's request,
this
man

neighborhood.

New Pair.

a

Repaired, Pressed.

F. H. NOYES CO.

that one
morning
inquired
liia overcoat and mittena.
The Fourth was very quiet about here,
not so much as a popgun being heard
during the day. Our young craft all
went away the night previous, returning
Sunday, and reported a very enjoyable
time.
The hay crop ia very light, about onethird the usual amount. All the gardens,
fields, etc., are suffering from the severe

drought.

Mr. ffm. Bartlett has gone to Old
Town to attend to the haying on bis
farm.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett visited bis farm at
Canton last week, which was damaged
by forest fires.
Mr. Lester Bean is working for Ο. K.
Mr. Obder Jones is

Kimball.

working

at the office of
tlie state insurance commissioner show
that the number of fires for tbe first six
months of the year is 1,244 against 1,085
for the same period in 1907. The estimated value of the property affected in
$7,191,540, while the estimated damage
is placed at $2,046,192. The loss for the
first six months last year was $1,379,042
and for the year the total was $3,073,420.
The damage by electrical storms thns far
this year is considerably under that for
the same period last year. The number
given for 1908 is 24 against 87 for the first
lix months of 1907 and 281 for the year.
The money loss for this year by lightning is estimated at $16,157 against
$35,111 for the first six months of 1907
and $180,676 for the year.

Figures just given out

East Bethel.

Hastings during haying.

and it will be a perpetual real home for
15 boys. These endowments are all in
a good cause, and tbe workers at Good
Will are to be congratulated, as well as
humanity in general, that so much unselfish work for good is going on in our
midst.

for C. M.

Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Tyler of West
Bethel, were guests at M. S. Coburn's,
Mrs. Tyler's father, last week.
Mrs. Obder Jones has gone on a short
The dreaded brown-tail moth has
visit to friends in Boston.
Miss Alice Kimball visited at Porter struck Bangor, hundreds of them being
Farwell'e last week.
brought on the boats of the Eastern
Steamship Co. Tbe moths began to attract attention from passengers during
Cushman'5 Letter.
the middle of last week, especially after
the lights were turned on and hundreds
East Summer, July 8th, 1908.
of the insects flew about the brilliantly
Editor Democrat:
saloon. There seems to be a
For the last two weeks I have tried to lighted
chance of Bangor being infested.
have a sort of an outing and one inning. good
of
tbe moths were takeD from
That was when I got home to Sumner Several
tbe saloon of tbe steamer City of Bangor
Flat. The days I spent while gone were
tbe specimens wore carried to Prof.
red letter days to me, for I was about and
O. W. Knight, who is an authority on
red hot while away. The first break I
all sorts of insects. He at once promade was to the house of my friend, A.
nounced them to be brown-tail motbs.
D. Park, who lives at South Paris. A
have brought moths to
man of sterling qualities and somewhat "Many people
tbe past two years,
noted for his gift of gab. While there be examined during
but tbey have all proved to be common
he took me to an auction one day. lie
moths. These are the first brown-tails
sold everything he could lay his hand
I have seen in Bangor," said Mr. Knight
on, and when we got ready to come
after carefully examining the moths.
home I thought I was sold myself.
On my way back we came across a
WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION.
family of Yeatons who used to be old
All nations are endeavoring to check
neighbors of mine some fifty years ago.
When they left Buckfield they were the ravages of consumption, the "white
small boys, now they are hale and plague" that claim» so many victims
hearty men, well-to-do farmers. When each year. Foley's Honey and Tar cures
they found out who I was they shook in coughs and colds perfectly and you are
a way that was a caution to weak nerves. in no danger of consumption.
Do not
The oldest son, Josh by name, shook risk your health by taking some unthe
shock
not
over
did
me so bard I
known preparation when Foley's Honey
get
for about twenty-four hours or less.
and Tar is safe and certain in rosults.
After supper Mr. and Mrs. Park went The genuine is in a yellow package. For
out to make a call and I was enjoying a Bale by all druggiets.
good smoke when all at once the old
telephone began to ring like all possessReports from certain sections say that
ed.
Not knowing their particular ring the blight which is affecting white pine
I said to myself, go it as much as you in Maine, is also touching tbe cedar.
like, you can't disturb your uncle.
IT CAN'T BE BEAT.
Very soon, however, a breezy young
lady came rushing into the house and
The best of all teachers is experience.
Park
wanted to see Mrs.
immediately. C. M. Harden, of Silver City, North
Says I, "Please take a seat and sit down, Carolina, saysf "I find Electric Bitters
Mrs. Park will probably be back before does all that is claimed for it. For
a great while."
"Oh, no, I cannot stop Stomacb, Liver and Kidney troubles it
When
a minute," and away she went.
can't be beat. I have tried it and find it
Mrs. Park did come I told her the cir- a most excellent medicine." Mr. Harcumstances as well as I could remember den is
right; it's tbe beet of all mediit. She wanted to know how the girl cines also for weakness, lame back, and
I told her I could not all run down conditions. Best too for
was dressed.
tell much about her dress but I thought chills and malaria. Sold under guaranshe had on a dress of some kind or tee at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s
drug store.
other. Then Mr. Park laughed. Mrs. 50c.
Park grabbed her hat and went out of
the house as though she had a hurried
Parties representing, it is understood,
order. I asked Mr. Park what all the
tbe Portland <& Rumford Fails Railroad
racket meant. He said it was nothing
bave
purchased land at
but a little neighborhood circus, gem le- Company,
Rangeley on which, it is said, a big hotel
mon not admitted.
will be erected the coming eeasoD.
"They moved the robe from off the chil<l.
The babe looked up and sweetly smiled."
While at the auction I complained of
BEST ΤΠΕ WORLD AFFORDS.
being rather dry and the lady of the
"It gives me unbounded pleasure to
me
a
chair.
house invited me in and gave
recommend Bucklen'e Arnica Salve,1'
She was very polite and wanted to know
says J. \V. Jenkins of Chapel Hill, N. C.
I
told
of
residence.
and
place
my name
"I am convinced it's the best salve the
her I was a Hartford man with Buckworld affords. It cured a felon on my
if
know
wanted
to
She
field principles.
thumb, and it never fails to heal every
saw
Governor John Long.
I ever
sore, burn or wound to which it is apWell, says I, Johnny and I were plied." 2.r)C. at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s
fathers
were
and
our
very
boys together
drug store.
distant relatives. "Indeed," says she,
and offered me her best rocking chair.
Harley Baker of Seal Cove, has a tlock
Afterwards she told Mr. Park that I was of 20 bens which during the month
man
and
bad
a highly educated
played of June laid 33 1-2 dozen eggs, an averwith Governor Long when a boy. "O, age of over 20 to each hen. Mr. Baker
an
old also has a hen which hatched 20 chickis
"he
quite
yes," says Park,
rooster and writes for the papers, some- ens from 21 eggs.
times they print his stuff and sometimes
JUST EXACTLY RIGHT.
they don't."
I stopped at Mr. Park's house until it
"I have used Dr. King's Xew Life
was about time for the custard pie to Pille for several years, and find them
give out, then I visited friends in Au- just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
burn, Turner and Hartford and got back Felton, of Harrieville, N. Y. Xew Life
to the Plat the night before the Fourth. Pills relieve without the least discomThere was a celebration at Lake Adam- fort. Best remedy for
constipation,
nasticook, or some eucb name. The biliousness and malaria. 25c. at F. A.
several
off
blowed
band
Rumford Falls
Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
times and then a man from Boston tried
When a Bowdoinbam woman went to
to talk funny, but bis jokes I heard
when I was a small boy, but they pleas- her pantry for lard on one of the hottest
ed the natives. One young lady asked day· of the week she found that the lard
I told her I had melted and was so warm that she
me why I did not laugh.
would if she would tell me when. After was afraid it would boil before she could
he fired off the next stale joke she took get it to the stove.
the gum out of her mouth and said,
Many Women Praise Thla Remedy.
"now!" So I ecreamed as loud as I could.
Gray, a nurse la New York, discovered
Now, says she, "What do you think?" anMother
aromatic pleasant herb cure for women's Ills,
my sym- calleil AI'STKiLIAX>LEAFi It is the only
I says, poor man, he bas
female weaknesses and
pathy. Then John P. Swasey spoke certain regulator. Cure*
trouhis piece and I put for the train and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary
Sam
At all Druggists or by mall SO cti.
bles.
arrived at headquarters in due time.
FREE. Address, The Mother tiray Co., I-e
Yours as ever,
y, Κ. Y.
Wsi. Cusumax.
One of the most generous contributors
John's Letter.
to the new soldiers' monument in the
town of Bowdoin was Frank A. Munsey,
Neighbor Mason is one of the lucky the great publisher. His father enlisted
ones this year, or was it forethought? in the Civil War from Bowdoin and hie
Last spring he sold a number of cows name is on tbe monument.
at good figures, also late lambs at likeExamination of Teacher·.
wise good figures, and he has an excellent stand of grass on the hill and in the
Notice Is hereby given that an examination of
desiring to teach In tbe town of Paris,
valley, more than enough to keep his personsthe
coming school year, will be given at
stock through the year that is coming during
the Brick School House In South Paris Village,
also has the gift of on Tuesday, July '28th, 1908, at 9:30 Α. M
He
along.
right
Teachers already holding certificates need not
looking into machinery and understand- appear.
ing the working of the same and so be
Per order school board.
ALBERT D. PARK, Supt.
doesn't have to buy new mowing ma- •29 3(>
chines and things every time the moon
NOTICE.
the
has
bad
changée. Nine years he
commissioners appointed by the governor
charge of the corn cutters at the factory. toThe
investigate the present system of taxation and
Also he is one of the accommodating kind to make recommendations to the next legisand isn't given to quarreling. We know lature—will give a public bearing, Thursday,
for we have lived by him seventeen Ju ly SO, 1908, at 10.00 A. M., at the County Court
had a bat yet. In Rouse, South Paris; to consider the present
yeara and have never
system of raising revenue In this state, and any
all oar seventy years we have never had suggestions that may be offered for a more
but one that we couldn't neighbor with. equal, just and equitable system of taxation, and
a itctter and mora
system of assess
That speeka volumes for that part of ment and collection.complete
Every taxpayer In Maine
the hnman family that we have rubbed Is Invited to send at any and all time·, helpful
suggestions to the commission.
up agalnat.
MORRILL N. DREW, Chairman.
29-30
"Bene" Record and John Gerriah are
helping J. B. cat and care for hia hay.
of Creditors.
Firat class help, willing, able and know Notice of First
how.
In the District Coart of the United Stales for
In
the District of Maine.
Bankruptcy.
Florian Jordan, Jr., ia helping Del
)
Dunn in hia baying operationa. An- In the matter of
ARTHUR HEBBARD,
to
isn't
afraid
{ In Bankruptcy.
who
man
other muscular
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
who
a
man
of
look
the
baa
and
work
To tbe creditors of Arthur Ilebbard, In the
never had a aick day nor "that tired County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Is hereby given that on the 18th day of
feeling." Haa bad no need of Hood's. Notice
A. D. 1908, the said Arthur Hebbard was
Although the grass landa seem so July,
bankrupt, and that the first
duly
adjudicated
parched and dry, ploughed landa abow meeting of his creditors will be held at tbe office
moisture but a little below theaurface. of tbe Referee. No. 8 Market Square. South
Paris, on the Stn day of Aug., A. D. 1908, at 10
Why ia thla thus?
o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the said
Half a crop of hay ia claimed by many. creditors may attend, prove their claims, apAdd a quarter apending quality to it point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
such other business as may properly
and we are not encheered. There is transact
come before said meeting.
Sooth Parts, Maine, July 18, 1906.
mercy even in a dry cloud and a thread
WALTER L. QRAY,
of silver—several threads.
Referee la Bankruptcy.
Job*.

F.

SHCRTLKFF

A.

*.

CO.

TOILET ARTICLES
For Warm Weather.

very full line of all kinds of Toilet
few of these articles
you provide yourself with a
summer comfort.
increase
to
your
greatly
We have

Requisites.

a

they

will

If

help

probably daily using Talcum Powders, Complexion
Tooth Preparations, Brushes, Soaps, Sponges, Perfumes,

You

are

Cream,
Toilet Waters, and other Bath and Toilet Articles.

Let

v|j0w

us

extensive stock of these goods.
You will doubtless find your favorite brand

our

you

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

A.

F.

«HOTITLEFF A CO.

A.

SHTBTLEFF

*

co.

BARGAINS!
All Coats and Suits
Just Half Price.
BEST PRINTS 6c.
APRON GINQ H Ans 7c.
Lot Val.

ι

These

Lace at

not matched

are

for many

good

that will astonish you.
patterns, just odd pieces but

prices

uses.

We have marked all

shirt waists

our

Come in and

prices.

see

if there isn't

closing

at

you

one

can

use.

Sincerely

yours,

S. B. & 1, S. PRINCE
BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

ABBOTT

Furnishings

Summer

Boys.

For flen and

The time
This weather demands lighter clothing.
to buy is now, because all the new styles are here.
A little later the best will have been sorted out.
to make you

You'll find here all you need

made in

two

loops and

turn

The correct shirt for

with belt

grades,
up cufls,

to

light weight nainM> k.
style «ill,out
sleeves, drawers knee length, the
'hirts ma.le in coat

match .hirU
50c

and trousers,

coolest

Belts.

We

is

unusually complete.

light

in

and

Soft
dark patterns, 50c and $1.
shirts with soft collars, 50c to $2.
Coat shirts $1.
Boys' shirts 50c

each.

of

from the manufacturers,

25c and 50c

,

r<MCy

Soft shirts!

collars,

showing a recent
nobby pattern* tresh

now

are

shipment

Overshirts.
pssortment of men's shirts

underwear,. .50c

summer

Neckwear,

All kinds of belts in black and
shades of tan,
75c and 50c

to wear with

for

nOSe

We make

men.

a

strong

showing in this department,
Blues, blacks, browns, etc.. in

fancy

15c and :5c

mixtures,

j Boys' hosiery,

bTfoster,

h.

wear,

50c ami $1

made of

x

Our

outing

Β, V. D, Underwear

Caps.

Golf caps or khaki

qualities,

two

$( and $1.50

Khaki

comfortable.

Khaki Shirts,

Khaki Trousers

Κ"

Meeting

Norway

15c and 25c

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Evangeline

Boots

$3.00

and Oxfords
We carry

a

full line of the above and

prove that

they
good
Every pair of them

price.

are as

first-clase stock
is

always right.

You

are sure

to

these statements
way

or

it is
are

claim and

we

They

fit

possible
Goodyear

made

perfectly

and

can

to make for that

is used in their construction.

only

are

Welt and
The

style

comfortable.

get full value for your money if you buy

Hundreds of

them.

as

are

Paris where

people

in the

correct.

they

can

vicinity

This is the
be found.

will tell you t* at
store in Nor-

only

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company
Opera
CASTORIA

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Telephone
For Infants and Children.

TkfKM Y11 UmAliwBwtH

11Β·8.

g.earettlie

gemocvat

lit »rt(rc4

I ^5*" A J"

v.lth

lAj only.

CHUICHÏ».
s-.

IkLy

daughter an

occupying
s S. C

George a. Davis vu 0n the rura
delivery route daring A. L. Holme·
days' absence.

free
two

rua

wa <-ui —» > α.·.. <1αΙ1»;»:30α.*^
; lay ; * Ui P. * ·. dally. Τ ST a.
:
«
.1 :»- vl.t
a
S 35 P.M..
JO A. M..
» „t
; 10 ~ti a.
: -lay, 10 15 P. «..
Min

N'e"fc>n and

a

Cosisencla* Joee 3.1**.
tba:** uaavk

1Ste,TeMon'

<>' the Romford
Muniopai Court, wa* in town or
w
I business last Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sand· of Auburn
«pent Saturday and Sunday with Mr.
Τ Mcland Mrs. J. D. Haynee.

.~»i*fioaal CkareA. Re». A
r. Preaching service, 10 45 a. ■.,
Y P. S. C. Ε β -on
»-·. a. m
:
Etbel Hardv ol
M
Chart h
.·.■£ -«.-rice T-w P. m &
p. a. I Haverhill. Masa., formerly of this place
.· \Ce :ne*.lay evening
lnare
are vt.iting friends in town.
cordlaJy
rwlse cooaecte-l,

LM,eÏS.

;

,

Kew-er. Puur. !
C. E. McArdle ha·» had charge of the
ra'.'Z ·. raycr-aeetlng l·.· Λ® a M : work at the Barnham 4 Morrill corn
*5 a. H.; SAtTlAlh School
-τ". < :
w rte
League Meetla* 6 ce p. m ; «hop during J. J. Kmeley s absence.
λ
Vf-at evening ? Λ>; cl»—
There will be a mee'ing of the Uni»y vfL'.n* 7 JO.
C'beebro, versalis? parish at the church vestry
.'r^a. Rev. J. Wi
a
10:45
terrlo·
λ·
preaching
of this week at 7:30.
oof U * Y. P. S. C. Ε .β:15 P. Tuesday evening
μ p. *., We>iae»iay βτβη·
·,.ΐί
Misses Hilda and Marjorie Chandlei
All are
Seau free.
A·.
-erv e
I are visiting their grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. F. S. Chandler at Bethel for a short
·: (. ;rra, Rev J. H. Little. Paator.
service every Suaday At 10 .A3 A. ■ I time.
Union it 5Λ
.7- l.

Kev τ Ν.

-·

~

£
·.

VP'

*

I

'.J m. Jet'.jr
«TP. M.

At

t

»

Mrs. Hattie Smith of Lvnchburg, Va
and Mrs. Augusta A. Kendall of
I visited their cousin, John Bennett re-

Poland."

statu» urara·.

Be*uiar
V.—Part Lodge. So. 34.
.·
17 «venin* on or before fall moon.
Γ —Mount Mica Lo-lge. regular meet-..· of each we·*.—Aurora
-st &n ! thirl Mon<lAy ivealag»

I cently.

I

Mr* K. A. Edwards and daughter
Henrietta of Everett. Ma*s., arrived at
Charles Edwards, July 15
a: Ple^iAa Rer>ekac Loi*·, So.
a visit.
: »2 ! fourth Fridays of each I for

—V

if... j«fi' Hall.
—'.v. g. Kimball Post, No. 14?. meeu
ir; ^Aturlay eTealngs of earn
R. Ha.:
,. A
Κ K£b tell Circle. La Ilea of the Ο Λ.
m l thirl saturlav evealng» of
la uran 1 Armi Hall.
meets
.i L. C'saai -erlaln Camp
Tue»·lay evenings of each monta.
—Pirls '» riLge. fro a. May 1 to Oct. 1,
i-.. talr-1
Saturday; -luring tae
•.it year, meeta every Saturday, la
lalL
—»e«:onl anU fourth Mon lay» of

Bay
bury.

visited hei

jt-.ehomeof

Starbird and family have
[edWalfr
into the new cement house on Pine
raov-

Mr. Starbird'i
Street.
here from Norway.

family

came

Mrs. F. A. Jackson and daughter,
Kathie of Melrose, Mass., and Mr. Joe
Hawkins of Kansas City, are visiting at
J. Ρ Richardson's.

Jenne ia visiting relative· in Rox-

1

Mrs. W. R Henry ud ton Letter of
Romford Falls are visiting in town.

Miss Knight, forelady in the toy shop,
has gone home for a short vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cole are now
settled in their new home in the Tolman
house.
Mrs. Clara Cole returned to Caledonia
Springs with her hosband Sunday

evening.

Mrs. Will Ripley and sister Gladys
have returned from a week's
visit in Otisfield.

Spiller,

Mr. and Mrs.

chester. Mass
Mrs. W. B.

Gay

are

T<>ung.

Stevens

of Dor-

guests of her sister,

Mrs. £. K. Martin and daughter Daisv
of Milton are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Swett and other relatives.
Mrs. A. W. Walker leaves this week
for Ilion, X. T.. to spend the remainder
of the summer with her daughter, Mrs.
Nathan Chase.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
from their camp on

Wheeler returned
Washburn Pond,
where
Redding, Saturday,
they have
been staying for the past two weeks.
An old bear and her cub made several
calls upon
them during their stay,
which added considerable "spice'1 to
camp life. Tbey report deer signs very
plentiful in that section. The severe
drouth has caused many of the streams
to dry up, thus driving the deer to the
ponds for water. Pierce Wheeler and
Harry M. Wheeler also came home with
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler. They have been
at work on U. G. Wheeler's cottage on
Shagg Pond.
κινθ DISTRICT.

Mrs. Shaw is gaining

slowly.

T. F. Thibodeau is gaining slowly.
of Boston, ac- We hope he will be all right soon.
haries R. Elder, Esq
companied by his eon, Flint C. Elder,
$e had a shower that helped the crop·
y 5tony Brook Lodge, No. lsl, arrived here Saturday, coming through out and
brighten them up a lot: but we
aa'l fourth Wednesday eveala*»
■n Mr. E'der'a automobile.
are still wishing fur rain.
neet*
ever?
\= la Lo-lge. So. SI.
There w.U be nc more services at the
Bertha Twitchell made her uncle,
tz'.zi at Pytalan Hall.
I'nivereaiist Church until after the va- AmosCaowell and family a short visit
Paris
the
will
be
resumed
services
cation.
All
Dean is
driving
recently. She has now gone to Brettan
1
the nrst Sunday in September.
I
Woods Hotel, Ν. H., to work for the
:y "earn.
summer.
who
of
bas
Ada
Mis·
Abbott
visitUpton,
Portland
of
-_·· :I. Harzraves
been employed a: Poland Spring, is with
It is very dry around here. People
V. Uayt a Bolster's last week.
her aunt, Mrs. I. F Evans. She has are not getting near as much hay as
(irand
been :11 and cm fined to the house all usual. Water is very low in pastures
! T. Bridge is at the
ιη dwing the freight work.
the time since her arriva) here.
·. --at;
and feed is poor. Charles Edwards has
ManuRev. J. H. Little was called here Fri- to haul water to his stock in his pasture.
un A. Scott of the Mason
recently made a business day from Harp-well Center, where he
and his family are spending their sum1: ; : Boston.
Forest Fires
mer vacation, to attend the funeral of
I. !a Woodbury is visiting her
V
the late Rhoda S. Yates.
Mrs. Mary Burnham, at Cape
The trustees of the Oxford Countv ALONo THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY IN
»betb. Portland.
>.
TARIS DO CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE.
\gncultural
Society will hold a meeting
F :i w!and and family of Dor- it the fa:r
grounds on Saturday. July
Mass., are at Mountain View 20, and complete arrangements for the
τ their annual summer visit.
Along with other sections of the state
coming fair in September.
Paris has had considerable experience
Holmes and son. Will K.
L
and Mrs. J. J. Emeley returned
Mr.
with forest rires the past week. The
male a trip Friday to their I
efrom Peak's Island, Portland Harbor,
Redlocal freight on the Grand Trunk Rail.·■·;. built camp at Shagg Poud,
Saturday, frura a two weeks' outing at way going north last Monday afternoon
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. John Ketle.
Htarted a blaze near the Oliver G. Curtis
.ur Clark of Woodfords. Me., is Mrs. Keffe is Mrs. Emeley's sister.
farm which spread rapidly. An alarm
n„' two weeks of his summer vacaQuite a number from here attended was soon given and the railroad com»· Charles Edwards', working in
'he dance at Paris Hill Friday evening. pany sent a crew uf section men, while a
ay held.
!Iad it not been for the rain a hayrack number of volunteers went from Paris
'*· a large number of people from
party would have been made up to at- Hill and South Paris, and C. B. Cum·
Swastika Orchestra furnished micge A Sons, who own a large pine
*ecti> η atten<led the wild west show tend.
tract in the near vicinity, sent a number
r
I.ewiiton Thure<lay, and pronounce music.
of men from Norway. The combined
performance up to the usual standMrs. Sophronia Batchelor, mother of
efforts of the men seemed to put the
ΛΓ'ί.
(.apt. Α. II. Batchelor, and George dimes well under control Monday night,
Mrs. Mary Tolls of Brockton, Mass.. Batchelor is visiting her nephews and but
Tuesday morning they broke out
vi
Mrs. Charltwi <ii!es of North Wayne. nieces, the El wards'. She is S4 years
again and spread very rapidly. Another
a
at
sixas
as
Mrs.
and
and
«ieoree
of
Mr.
age
many girl
spry
jt-ntly visite<l at
alarm was sent out and Chief Engineer
'»■ -s'.
Mrs. Tolls is a sister of Mr. teen.
Bowker was notified that the fire was
Ethel Crockett, Flora Murch, Laura getting beyond control and asked for
Mr. Bowker sent a crew of fireuv
Swett. Ida Mae Field and Isabel and help.
I1<SIUIU<U<1,
4ICIUII.»
•JITS.
:>een of late stopping with her brother,
Kitty Morton went to Camp Concord, lighters who put in a hard day's work
TheroD llathaway. is visiting relatives Concord Pond. Saturday. Misses Julia and with the aid of the section crews
Portland and Massa- Morton and Sue Thompson are also finally got the fire out, except a few old
and friends in
there.
stumps which they buried in earth as
chusetts.
The hard shower of
well as
W.
W
of
rain
came
son
much
needed
The
Friday Tuesday possible.
D Bradford Andrews,
to have finevening
appeared
at
a
one.
The
is
a
it
was
and
of
crops
Portland,
good
Andrews
guest
night,
ished the fiâmes after some one hundred
in
revived.
been
look
somewhat
ha*
lie
And
Edwards.'
vegetation
Charles
and fifty acres had been burned over.
Mexico for the pa.it year and a half as This is the tiret good rain since the very The burned
territory includes mostly
jf
the
of
The
condition
a
mine.
last
of
crops
May
superintendent
land of Arthur U. Tyler on the Curtis
the
water supply was getting to be
and
farm and land of Charies R. Penley.
Mit* Mabel Hathaway is at home
a serious matter.
The brisk wind of Thuesday morning
fr-jia her school at Rock port, Mane., for
om
was
a<
on
have
been
\
>o.
She
watchmen
a*
mmr
duty fauned the smouldering embers of some
Night
»" ed
by her m ''her, Mrs Theron the past week as a precaution against burning stumps and started the fires
at tire during the exceedingly dry time ami again, but prompt work soot got it under
«ay, w:.o has been visiting her
to prevent possible accidents of teams control.
Κ )ckport.
while our streets are being dug up and
it
King and family of Portland are water
pipes laid.,
The L'nremembered «'Maine."
the Holmes farm iu the
: nsr at
To every American who enters the
Mrs. King's mot'ier.
The crew of "S< ns <»* Sunny Italy
'>r District.
Mr- True, and sister, Mies True, and who are replaciog the pipes of the Nor- harbor of Havana, whether it be for the
way Water Company with larger, reach- first time or the twentieth, there comes
nephew Herbert, are their guest*.
ed Market Square last week and their a moment when a silence takes bold of
William A.
Deerintf of MinMrwork has been m »re or lees of an attrac- him as he stares and stares across the
is, Minnesota, and Miss Elizabeth
t;
tion, judged by the amount of '"help" greasy waters. It is when his searching
K
hapman, Preceptress of Phillips that ha* bordered the trenches.
eyes eucounter the distorted mass of
Α
'-my. New Rockford, North Dak>wreckage, with the wheeling birds above
Λ water drain is being laid through
are
visiting their brother, Mr.
it, that marks the Maine. His mind
the
care
of
to
take
Pine Grove Cemetery
-:er N. Chapman.
riashes back ten years, to the February
surface water, which in wet weather
night when the whole United States
\
«tuent walk has been laid from the
stands
to a considerable depth in the
shook with the explosion which destroy•n of Gothic and High Streets, in
road bed opposite the cemetery. The
ed her.
: Mrs. Mariam Stone's residence,
improvement will be much appreciated.
"Remember the Maine!"
••ast to connect with the cemeut
That was the cry to which a war was
Λ
·. fr ut of George Giles' residence.
Capt. A. H. Batchelor, who has been
with the families of Will and Charles waged. And the watcher at the steam:î was dune by A. W. Walker λ
Edwards for the past month, left Thurs- er's rail finds himself repeating it. Its
boo.
where he will sharp, clear syllables beat out the roar
for Chelsea, Mas»
·' ues went *o Somerville, Ma*».. day
His brother, of twin guns in a turret, the measured
enter the Soldiers' Home.
his
of
a\ t
attend the funera!
of Plaintield, Sew tap of the drum, the step of advancing
Batchelor,
George
Whitman
K. J. Whitman. Mr.
Jersey, arrived July 12th and accom- men. Then in an instant his thoughts
»ai the son of the late John Whitman
swing to his own day and hour, and as
panied him on b:s journey.
Whitman
Laurin
an
of
a native
Paris.
he gazes before him the words that, ten
John S. Burbank has returned from
a ·>: rher, and Mrs. J. U. Stuart and
years ago, were a nation's cal! to arms
Mrs. .J. H. Jones are sisters.
Kedding, where he h.us been building a are now the whispering of waters in the
on Shagg Pond for A. L. Holmes.
crannies of a wreck.
Mrs Ada Bolster, Mrs. Clara Whittle, campfirst of the week he went to
The
HarpsTen years is a short time in which to
M.»« Ktnrna Shurtleff and Miss Auna
where he will stay for a month or
well,
so much; but just so long has the
V
went to Lake Auburn Tuesday.
forget
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
so with Mrs. Burbank
shattered Maine lain in the harbor of
»
: »r'<· >k of a sh« re dinner.
They J. H.
their
are
who
Little,
occupying
Fais by Mrs.
Havana, forgotten. We were bidden so
: at Me': h aire
at that place.
Neagerly, so insistntely to remember, and
Hutchins. The above cottage
»
members of Oxford NorFriday a band of three colored street now, her intlammatory task accomplishmusicians rendered minstrel songs with ed, we have left her to herself—and to
ma: Institute, now Paris High School.
instrumental accompaniment, aud three the sixty-three men who are berthed
il Κ Hathaway, who with Mrs.
happier darkies never struck the town. with her in the clutch of the harbor
^v.· I.as been spending the summud.
The soloist was a tri tie over-weight, tip
at: α at Waterville and other
Why has the government not raised
ping the scales according to his own
was at home for a few days la*t
! ·>
statement of the case at three hundred the wreck of the Maine? That is a quesw**ek. Mr. Hathaway has been in the
admitted
tion the watcher asks himself, and the
and sixty-four, and it must be
λ; Xuead Lake region during part of
is as old as the admonition to
that he looked the part.
question
where Mrs. Hathaway'»
summer
remember. If there be an answer the
her
celebrated
for
Chandler
Hilda
Miss
br'.'her rnaintaius a summer camp
government has never made it, and
i·.
he is intending to return there fourteenth birthday Tuesday evening by
nothing bas yet served to compel an ans me m»re "roughing it."
having a party, some fourteen young swer.—Walter Scott Meriwether, in Harfriends being present. Lemonade, peaMr and Mrs. Will K. Holmes returned
per's Weekly.
nut butter sandwiches, cake and fudge
··· r
we<lding trip to New York, were served for refreshments.
For
and other
.·■
ρ ri a, W;ishington
A Thrilling New England Play.
entertainment there was speaking, music
»
-Tuesday nijiht, and are stopping and games played. Numerous birthday
New
England is an immensely rich
*
Mr. Holmes' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
presents were received. The young folks field for a real American play, representΛ
Holmes. On Monday the newly
had a very tine Mme.
ative of the very beet element of this
with Mr.
c irr »d couple, in compauy
from whence spring that high
Advertised letters in South Paris post country,
Mrs. Η. T. Merritt of Natick, Mass.,
courage and determination that has won
t·' e : guests. started for camp on Shagg office July 20, lttOS:
its position before all the world, and in
I' ad, Redding, for a month's outing.
Mrs. Fre>l Barrett.
the new and thrilling play of "Miss PetM re. Bert Trexler.
!.. Cummings. general agent of the
ticoats" are found all those peculiar
Mrs. Krnent San·!».
Mr* Helen San'Is.
V· .ishirujton Life Insurance Company,
types of character that exist among the
MU» Winnie Hansen.
best class of fisher-folk who "go down
·-Kriday, July 17, fur Jalisco,
Mr. T. T. Power·.
Μ· *
New Bedford was
to inspect the Casado gold and
to the sea in ships."
Mr. Guy Smith.
Smith.
Mr.
Λ.Τ.
This
state.
■».λ··:· π: nee situated in that
the ecene of a whaling industry that
Mr. T. Etbauce.
and
world over, and
valuable
the
famous
was once
■rty is said to be very
I M r Krank U. Caswell.
i» attracting mauy eastern capitalists.
bid· fair to be again, and so the interest
K. U. Kenney.
E. W. Howe.
Mr < ummings also expects to visit the
in this representative play of New EngS. F. Davis, Postmaster.
land is doubly strong juat now. The
threat Elfavor mine in which many Portand and other Maine people have largebook waa written by two Boston editors
Mrs. Job H. Rawson, who with her who were familiar with the locality and
ly invested.
husband recently came from Paris Hill its wonderful field for dramatic features
Mrs. Rhoda S. Yates, widow of the to live with her brother, James H. and
strong, pungent wit, that prove to
late Albert M. Yates, died at her home Clark, in the Bolster District, met with be such an attractive feature in the novel
on I'ieasant Street, Wednesday evening, a very severe and painfnl accident last that there was a
strong demand for the
Mrs. Kawson was assisting
after much suffering, at the age of 66 Monday.
play. The same authors collaborated
years, 11 months and 8 days. The her husband, who has been nearly help- on the drama, and it waa produced at
ne of her
death was cancer of the less from the effects of a shock for the the Boston Theatre several years ago,
bowels. Mrs. Yates was the youngest past two years, when she fell from a before large and enthusiastic audiences,
and
laughter of Stephen end Amy (Tuttle) piazza breaking her left shoulder
who gave it their entire approval, and
Kichards of Middleton, Ν. H. The spraining her ankle. Mr. and Mrs. pronounced it to be "an ideal story of
of
citizens
older
the
is
Kawson are among
nearest relative to survive Mrs. Yates
New England."
a
a brother, J. S.
Kichards of Portland, the town and have the sympathy of
"Miss Petticoats" was the odd pet
for many years a conductor on the large circle of friends in their misfor- name bestowed upon the heroine by her
Mountain Division of the Maine Central tune.
grandfather, who, living on board the
r-iad, and also he is the last of a
ohi whaler "Harpoon," brought Agatha
crowdi
record
had
Thatre
The Bijou
family of ten brothers and sisters, nam»·
Renier up amid the most curious and
ofthe
and
week
last
programmes
with hi· ship'J; Stephen N., George W., William all
order. Thursday charming surroundings,
were of a
high
fered
Henry, Charles F., Abigail, Uraney,
a sur- mates for her chums, so that when she
the
sprung
management
Mary A Sarah M., and Rhoda S. Mrs. evening
Misi afterwards was introduced Into' smart
Minnie Willey and Mrs. Gertrude Allen prise on the patrons by introducing
she retained many of the generas a vocal- society,
of
Waterville,
Gaudreau
Ida
and
of Norway are neices of Mrs. Yates
that excite
to be verj ous, warm-hearted impulses
Gaudreau
Miss
proved
ist.
of William Henry Richards;
the jealousy of the women and cause her
and she made many friendi
Anof
pleasing
Wallace and David Richards
from which she escapes
Her voice is very stronj ; many trials,
dover are nephews of Mrs. Yates and from the start.
only by fleeing to Paris. Her final
and sweet although she is but elever I
"•ns <>f
Richards.
\.
George
in
the
saloon of the Countess
Stephen
of age and it is worth while to g< triumphs
"·
and the punishment of the auRichards, who lives on Western years
The programme for Mod Pornay,
her.
bear
and
villian by various transactions
Avenue, is a cousin. There are many
is as follows: Foui dacious
other relatives but they are scattered day aod Tuesday
about by the brilliant
After Thirty Years in stocks, brought
entitled,
pictures
The
and their address is not known.
I woman whom he once tried to vin
a story of real life; Cracksmai
is
which
Frihome
uneral was he.d at 'he late
make some exciting situations
Diamond, a comic subject ; socially,
that keep the'andlence at a high pitch
day afternoon at 2 p. μ attended by and Black
a very latigbabli !
Kev. J. H. Little. Although Mrs. Yates Troublesome Buttons,
enthusiasm.
of
Her First Tight Rope Walk
*as not a member of the Universalis! picture, and
This great play will be prodnced at
another good laugh
church, she was an earnest and interest- which contains
r Opera House,
Norway, Me., on Sepentitled
M;
Mary,
illustrated
song·
*1 worker and has done much to help Two
We ar , teraber 3,1908, for one night only.
A
Far
and
way.
the Good Cheer Society, an organiza- Heather Queen,
1
that the Bijou is becomini
tion connected with that church. Mrs. glad to note
Hon. Byron Boyd of Augusta was last
with the rural people. Theri >
lateswasa woman of sterling cbarac popular
ii
week chosen chairman of the Republihave been several "rack" ride·,come
and
ter and loved and
all
respected by
few week· to attend thi > can State Committee to succeed Hon,
will be greatly missed In this com during the pMfc
Seth L. Carter of Lewlatoa.
'j
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I entertainment·.

WEST PARIS

β;

SOUTH PABIS

5.

In ft very interesting, but rather loosely plftjed game, Sooth Pftri· went down
in defeat before the Weet Pftri» team in
ft fine ten-inning content at the Hign
School grounds Saturday afternoon. The
game was a bard one for Soath Pari· to
loee, aa they secured a good lead in the
early part of th· conte#t, and West Parii
waa never in the lead until they scored
what proved to be the winning run in
the tenth inning.
The opposing pitchers were Richardson for West Paris and Rich for South
Paris, and there was little difference in
the work of the two. Richardson had
one bad inning in which he allowed
South Paris four hit· and hit one batter;
this, combined with two errors, gave
South Paris their five runs. After this
inning he was very effective and in the
fourth be retired three South Paris bitters in succession on strikes.
Rich, for South Paris, pitched well
enough to win, but once again his
support failed him at the critical time.
He was hit somewhat harder than Richardson, all but two of West Paris hits
b*ing for extra baaes, but be was strong
at critical times and pitched the beet bal!
in the last three innings of the game,
and there is little doubt but with good
support he could have won his game.
South Paris, with a lead of five rune
at the end of the second inning, did not
feel that they bad won the game, for
thev knew well that their opponents
would fight until the last man was out,
and such was the case, West Paris gradually cutting down their lead until they
tied the score in the seveuth inning, and
then came a great battle to see who
would win out. A double play spoiled
an excellent opening for West Paris in

CHUBCDS.
Congregational f'burch, Ber. B.
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
Hideout,
10â0 A. M.; Sabbath Scbool,lî:OûM.; T. P. S.
C. Κ., Sunday Evening, 6:90 P. MSocial Meeting, 7 «0 P. Μ. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Second

TU^*eriSrtllChnpcb.

D*rU,
Be τ. 8. β.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at1030
A.M. Sabbath Scaool, 1ΪΛ0; T. P.C. U. meetings-OOP. M.
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F. A A M. Begular meeting of Oxford Lodge.
So. IS, In Maaonlc Hall, Friday Kvenlnc on or
before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,

So. 29, assemble· Wednesday Evening, on or
Oxford Council, B. AS .M.,
moon.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodee,
So. 1, Ark Mariner·. Wednesday evening after
before full

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Sorway Lodge.—Begular meeting
In Odd Fellow·1 Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Odd
Wlldey Encampment. So. 21, œeets In EvenFeUow·'Hail, second and fourth Friday
ing· of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekab Lodge,
meet· on first and third Friday of each
So.
_

j

Perhaps there are some people In the
good old prohibition date of Maine who
would like to hear something about the
great "prohibition wave" that haa «truck
Nebraska in common with other states
in the sootb, southwest and middle
west. To many who bavtf been working
for temperance for the lut twenty-five
or thirty years,sometimes in the strength
of despair rather than hope, it has come
as a surprise, like some of oar western
floods that almost in a single night raise
small creeks into big rivers, overflowing
their banka and tearing away bridge· as
if in sport.
As the resnlt of oar apring elections,
over foar hundred towna in Nebraska
went "(fry"—to use the common expression for voting ont saloons. Quite a
large proportion of these towns had
never before been able to drive out the
saloon. Last year there was only one
"dry" county in the state-that iaone in
which all the towns in it bad voted out
the saloons by local option. This year
which
have fifteen counties in
we
there are no saloons, three more so
nearly "dry" that only one saloon town
remains in each. More than half the
territory in our great ats .e is now without saloons, though not one-half the

la Greenwood, July 17, to the wife of Water
E. Pen le y. a sod.
la Otlsflekl, July 9, to the wife of Water

Crawford, a «on.
In Porter field, .Jute », to the wife of Erne·*
E. Lewie, a ton
In Newry, July 9, to the wife of Bob Enmaa,
aaon.
In Newry.
a «on.

July 10, to the wife of John Allen,

la Parla, July 14, to lue wife of Aral H elk
klnen, a daughter.
In Bethel. July 12, to the wife of Lee Thurston, a daughter.

Mark-Down Sale of

SKIRTS

These skirts are up-to-date
which offers you great chances for saving.
style, and are made in an absolutely correct way from materials of the
first quality.
%

Married.

PANAMA SKIRTS in blue and black, box plait in back, two box plaits front and
now $3.98
sides, were *1.98,
In Brldgton, June 17, by E. R. Staples. Esq.,
Mr. Samuel Page and Misa Florence Wlntlow.
box
in
inverted
back,
triple
both of Caaoo.
CHIFFON* PANAMA SKIRTS, extra full,
plaits
now K5.98
In Hiram, July 11, by Lllewellyn A. Wadsplaits in front and side·, were 18.50,
worth. Esq.. Mr. Everett L. ThotAaa of Baldwin
and M'.ss ada M. Hartforl of Hiram.
with three plaits at each
In Brownlleld, July 12, Mr. Clifford Jonea and CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRTS, blue and black, 7 pored
were IS 00.
Misa Mildred Durjrtn.
seam, three clusters of three tucks each around skirt, very pretty,
In tiorham, July 1β. by Rev. Albert A. Lewis,
now $5 98
Mr. Perry S. Johnson and Misa Pansy Tuft·,
both of Gorham.
PINE QUALITY PANAMA SKIRTS, triple box plaits in front, back and sides,
now 45.98
with three narrow bands between each set of plaits, were 17.75,
Died.

OUTING

SUITS

In South Paris, July 15. Mrs. Bhoda S. Yates,
aged AS years. 11 months, 6 days.
In South Parla, Julv 11, Dorothy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis L. Morgan, aged 1 month, 7
days.
S8,
In Otlstleld, July 6, Violet, wife of Guy Anmonth.
Omaha, our largest city, drews, aged -J years, 10 months.
SUITS OF KRAKI and LINEN FINISH, semi-fitted with four patch pockets,
K. of P.—Begular meeting In Hathaway Block population.
In North Brldgton, July 1, Edward Kimball,
loare
Ν
ο
Ο.
Α.
breweries
U.
rich
ye»
the
now 12.99
where
Β-,
everv Thuradav Evening.
great
fall skirt with deep hem, were 15 98
aged 6S years.
Division, So. 12, meet· third Friday of each cated, has so many saloons it has someIn Roxbunr, Mass.. July 15, Charles Bryant,
month. Lake A^eemblv, So. S3. P. S., second
times been said that beer is more plenti- formerly of Locke's Mills.
SUITS, WHITE LINEN* FINISH. 32 inch coat with fancy collar, cuffs and
and fourth Friday evening· of each month.
In South Waterfont, July 13, Mrs. Leona WllP. of H.—Sorway Grange meet· «econd and ful than water.
buttons, full plaited skirt with 7 inch fold, very neat, were $<5.98, now $3.49
larl Hapgood, wife of Col. Andrew S. Hapgood,
Hail.
at
month
Grange
fourth Saturdav· of each
In the city of Lincoln, on the Saturday aged SS jears. 3 month*. 23 days.
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Poet. So. 54. meet· In
In West Baldwin, July 14, Mrs Elva A.Cumelection day, there was a grand
Sew G. A. B. Hall on the firet Tueeday Evening before
wlilow of John M. Cummlngs of Norway.
of each month.
prohibition parade which afforded a mlLgs,
In West Bethel, July 10, Samuel Williams Pot
vr. B.C.—Meet. In Sew G. A. B. Hall. Mon- most
of
the
demonstration
»
thrilling
ter, aged 64 years, 1 mo· th, 4 da»».
day evening.
sentiment among
In North Newry, July 17, Ε Idle Contgllo,
$. Ε. Ο. P.—Lakeelde Lodge, No. L.. meets tn strength of prohibition
11
more
years
of
aged
Wed
third
and
llret
the people.
SewG. A.B. Hall, on the
Representatives
In Somcrvllle, Mass., July 15, Ε !wln J. Whitneelay evening· of each month.
than fifty organizations in the city, man, aged 5e ) ears.
O. U. A. M.—Sorway and South Parle Council,
Civic
the
Schools,
So. 10, meet· at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday churches. Sunday
Ask for Allen'· Foot-Kaae.
eveningfceague. the G. A. R.. W. C. T. U., L.
C. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. So. 199, meet· T.
L., Y. M. C. Α., T. W. C. Α., Salva- \ powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
second aid fourth Wednesday evenings of each |
tion Armv. Volunteers, women's clubs, Sampl» sent FREE. Also Free Sample of the
Foot Ease Sasitart C<îk.v PaL·, a new Inventhe eighth. Neither side was danger- month.
O. G. C.—Sorway Commandery. So. 347. the State University colleges and public tion. Address, Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy, S. Y.
ϋ.
ous in the ninth, but in the tenth South meet· second and fourth Thursday evening· of
made up, with numerous bands
|
schools,
Paris bunched three errors after two each month
more than a mile
K. G. E.—Oxford Ca«tle, So. 2. meeu tn Byer-. of music, a procession
EASY TO
men were out and allowed West Paris
•on hall, every Thursday evening, September to long.
Carrages of all kinds were used,
The best they
to score the wining run.
to
May
and
third
evening·,
llret
Thureday
May,
|
wagons, hay carts,
automobiles,
dray
to
one
was
could do in their half
get
September.
floats of every description, all profusely JUST UREATHE IX HTOMEI, TUE DRY
The play of the two
runner to first.
Dr. Thompson was at hie cottage. decorated with banting and carrying
AIR THAT KILLS THK GERMS.
teams was very even throughout: but
during the week. He banners with appropriate mottoes con"Rock Island
there was no special featare plays. There
one
In
issue.
can do exactly what G. J. Sterere
at
You
went to Philadelphia, Thursday.
the
question
cerning
was enough batting to keep all interestmin- did by using Hyomei. Read this:
Mrs. W. W. Whitmarsh visited in
of the procession thirty
part
ed, the South Paris batters giving the Lewiston and Auburn the past week.
"After baring suffered from chronic
isters walked two abreast, in another
West Paris out-field more than the usual
Judge W. F. Jones is with his family there was a broom brigade of thirty catarrh for years, for which I tried vaamount of work.
at Small Point for a ten days' vacation boys. One float deserves mention: it was rious remedies without success, I beFollowing is the score:
After readThe workmen on Samuel H. Hayden's made in the form of half an egg and fill- came almost discouraged.
WEST PARIS.
cottage have completed their work on ed with young men and boys bearing the ing about Hyomei, 1 decided to make
Κ.
Α.Β Κ. Β.Η. P.O. Α.
The thirty-foot piazza motto, "We are hatching out 'No Sa- one more effort to rid myself of the
0
0 the buildings.
2
.5
0
2
J. Farnuin, Lf..
"
A Lincoln paper said that es- dread disease, and to my great delight
.521410 on the front of the cottage greatly im- loons.'
F. Farnum, 2-b.
.410211 proves the place.
L Rowe, 3 b....
timates of the number of people who I found the use of two bottles of the
0
2
0
0
12
.5
S. Rowe. c
The new books for the public library took part in the parade ran from two Inhalent sufficient to produce a complete
0
1
1
5
2
.4
Shaw. 1-b
I now take pleasure in recom0 have been received by the purchasing thousand to five thousand, also that cure,
0
1
0
1
.4
Bowker, r.f.,...
1 committee and are about to be issued even a
0
4
0
1
.5
Emery, c.f
great circus parade had seldom mending this remedy to all sufferers
0
3
1
0
.5
1
§.§
RJ'iloD,
The list called out such a throng of sight seers.
from catarrh."—G. J Sterere, Crown
to the patrons of the library.
.512011
RlcharUeun, p..
is a very good one.
It is believed by many that if the issue City, Ohio.
Tucker
the
5
and
9
β
8
We don't simply say Hyomei will cure
«
.30
Totale
The two new cement houses on
had been between prohibition
Street are attracting much attention. forty-two saloons in the city as they had catarrh, but we say that F. A. Shurtleff
SOUTH PARIS.
are
would
&
who
building
been previously ran, prohibition
Co., the druggist*, guarantee it to cure
contemplate
Many
Α.Β. Κ. BU. P.O. Α. Ε.
5
3
0
4
1
..5
have carried at the polls. But a few- catarrh, or money back. They do more
Rounds, ».s
watching
operations.
6
1
0
0
0
..5
Rich, ρ
W. S. Pierce has his new house on weeks before election the issue was —they guarantee it to cure asthma,
0
0
2
2
1
..6
Cole, 2-b
0 Marston Street up and boarded.
1
0
2
0
..5
changed. It was to be between prohibi- bronchitis, hay fever, coughs and colds.
Wilcon.J.f
..511112 will have a very attractive two-story tion and a reduced number of saloons A complete Hyomei outfit, including inWheeler, 3-b
0
2
13
2
.5
1
W. Pike, l b
south.
the
on
house with a piazza
that should be open only from seven in haler, costs only ?1.00, and extra bottles,
..311200
Parlio, c.f
Mrs. J. C. Shepard and Mrs. F. N. the morning till seven at night. Many if you afterwards need one, will cost but
..401010
Bolster, r.f
0
0 Barker and children are at Old Orchard saloon
6
0
1
..2
Lane, c
keepers at first regarded the 50 cents. Hyomei is a pleasant dry air
for two weeks. Mr. Shepard and Dr. "daylight saloon" as too much of a joke treatment. You just breathe it in, and
30
16
8
β
5
39
TotaU
Barker will take a few days' vacation at and even declared they would prefer as it passes over the inflamed membrane,
OCUiC U] lUUIUgO.
Old Orchard.
prohibition. They claimed they made it kills the germs of catarrh, and allays
12 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10—Totol.
The farmers in Norway report the hay most of their profits in the early morn- all inflammation.
Suits, former price $S, 9.. .now
ι Lot Men's 2
«
1—
West P.irls,...0 02001200
crop cut down from one-quarter to one- ing when the laboring men were on their
2
South Paris,..0 50000000 0—5
ι
Lot
Men's
piece Suits, former price $6 75.. .now
half from last year's yield. The feed way to their work and in the evening
Earned run·. South Parle 2; West Parti 2. for stock in the pastures is suffering when their rooms were thronged with
ι Lot Men's black Alpacca Coats, former price $2.50,
Two-ba«ehtts. Wheeler, Shaw 2, J. Farnum,
for want of rain.
1 .S7
now
Situation as nurse, experienced.
thirsty crowds till a late hour. After a
Emery, Rlchanleon- Three-bate-hlts, F. Far- greatly
Flr#t b*»e on ball-, off Richardson 1 ; off
num.
Wednesday evening two showers made while, however, as drowning men catch Telephone E. L. Burns, Oxford.
ι Lot Men's Summer Pants, former price $2.50, 3, now 3.15
that
rain
Rich 1. Struck out. by Richardson 10; by Klch
More
to
conclude
seemed
of
the
ït
Norway.
straws, they
people
glad
5. Left on ba«es. West Paris S, South Parle 7.
the last sven "daylight saloons" would be better New England 12-4 Oxford; Oxford
1.59
First base on fell that evening than during
I Lot Men's Summer Pants, former price $2.25, now
Double play, Wilson to Lane.
Hit by six weeks, although it rained but a few than none. As is usual with saloon men, and Otisfield 14 ; or write Mrs. A.
errors, West Paris 7, South Paris 5.
ι Lot Misses' and Children's white Canvas Oxfords,
2.
Clark,
Umpire,
minutes in all.
pitched ball, by Richardson
marshalled to the polls the riff-raff E. Townsend, Oxford, R. F. D. t.
they
scorer, Thayer.
former price $1.50, now
First Lieut. M. P. Stiles of Co. D, îf the city, men whose votes could be 29-30
South Paris had arranged for a game 2d Regt., N. G. S. M., went to Dover on bought with a few drinks or a few dolformer
Straw
Men's
Hats,
ι Lot
price $1, 1.50.. .now 75c
with Norway for next Saturday, but the special detail with the state rWe team. ars, many of them ignorant foreigners
now 35c
former
Straw
on
Men's
as
ι
Lot
Hats,
Brunswick
the
rather
and
in
are
50c
a
Houlton
country.
price
for
visit
been
will
not
He
who had
poor,
long
game
prospects
the Norway team seems to be some- or before the 2Sth. July 20th he goes] Some have claimed, though it cannot be
now 25c
I Lot Men's Straw Hats, former price 50c
Scotch Collie pup, seven weeks old,
what disorganized. It looks like another to Springfield, Mass., to attend the New positively known, that the small mamale, well bred and intelligent.
now 10c
ι Lot Men's Straw Hats, former price 50c
case whore hiring outside players has England Ritle Shoot for a week.
jority by which prohibition was defeatC. H. STEVENS,
Miss Edith M. Smith has moved from id was due to the Russian and Italian 29
made hard feelings among the local
South Paris, Me,
the Walker place on Bridge Street to the rote.
men and broken up a good team.
Blake place on Cottage Street.
The defeat was a sore disappointment To the Honorable Board of
HAMLIN 19; I'F.NNESSEEWASSEE 4.
County CommissionFurnisher,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sampson have to many temperance people who had
ers for the County of Oxford :
Hamlin
afternoon,
18,
July
house
Saturday
to move into the Stevens
They felt it The undersigned. Selectmen of the town of
peen sanguine of victory.
arranged
County, respectfully represent
Lodge, K. of P., sent nine good and well on Main Street, where they will care for ivould be a grand object lesson to the Hartford, In saidthe
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
dls< ontlnuance of a certain 1
desire
tried Knights to the fair grounds where Mrs. Winfield S. Cordwell, who is very whole state and to other states if our that they
In said town, viz.: Commencing at a point
way
Telephone 106-3.
Pennesseewaseee Lodge, K. of P. of sick. Mrs. Cordwell is a niece of the peautiful
Merrill on
capital city, an educational opposite the residence ofIn Charles
said town, thence
Bear Mountain, eo celled.
Norway were sharpening their lances late Mrs. Mary Stevens.
•enter, with its great university, its colInwhere
said
Mountain
to
a
the
way
ball
point
a
base
up
men
waiting impatiently for
The Novelty Company at the Falls
eges and its thousands of young
tersects the highway leading from Hartford to
skirmish. Neither team assembled in have a new stock shed 40 χ 50 feet near- ind
have Mverinore past the residence of Adrian Lucie.
young women students, could
Wherefore vcur petitioners pray that after
helmets or armor, but arrayed in au Iv
is
there
Iriven out the saloon. But
completed.
due notice and hearing thereon your Honorable
assortment of real ball togs which would
Mrs. Elva A.
:omfort in knowing that the victory of Board may discontinue
Cummings.
(Murch)
the above described way.
have caused even the "hard hearted widow of the late John M. Cummings, the
11. 1908.
anti-prohibition forces was really Hartford, Me., Julr
Β.
K.
GLOVER.
the
with
14.
) Selectmen
tyrant" to relent instantly.
of.
West
died at
Baldwin, Tuesday, July
Compared
inthing to boast
of
G.A.HOLMES, J
So far as lodge floor work is concern- '08. Funeral services were held Thurs- whole number of votes cast, the majority
Hartford.
J. E. IRISH,
J
ed the two lodges are about evenly
The
of
small.
the
residence
at
was
Baldwin
West
at
very
igainst prohibition
day
matched, but when they come to the Mrs. Cummings' brother, where she has îity has now but twenty-flve "daylight [SEAL.J
diamond the Hamiin Brothers have good made her home for some time.
STATE OF MUilE.
ialoons" in the place of forty-two runold Pennesseewassee all trimmed out
Merton Libby was at the Democratic ning in full blast from early morn-1 County ok Oxford, se:
South Paris just opened up lively and State Convention at Bangor this week,
is
saloon
!
Honni of County Commissioners, May session,
Any
ng till late at night.
worked the three ranks on the Norway as a delegate from Norway.
bad enough, but one that can be open | ISO*; heM by adjournment .lune IT, 11108.
UPON the
petition, satin factory
candidates in Knightly style, giving
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Soule of Bos- pnly from seven to seven is quite an evidence havingforegoing
l>ecn received that the |>etltlon- !
them their money's worth even as they ton are visiting Mrs. Soule's father,
its ere are responsible, ami that Inquiry Into
the
kind,
on
the
ordinary
mprovement
do in Pythian Hali at Paris village.
merit* of their application le expedient, IT l.«t
John B. Hazen, for two weeks.
power for evil considerably curtailed.
meet
>
Commlseloncre
that
the
County
Ordered,
The most friendly feeling prevailed
The election of officers of the A. O. These twenty-five saloon keepers with at the house of Charles Merrill, In Hartford, In !
however, thraughout the game. Of Noyes Co., No. 12, Uniform Rank, K. of :he sword of prohibition hanging over said County, on Thursday,
Aug. ST, 1908, next, at
course the players were up against lots
of the clock a. m.. and thence proceed to
P., Wednesday evening, resulted as fol- their heads, are likely to be much more eleven
view the route mentioned In «aid |>ctltlon; lnime I
of side-line "kidding" but they didn't lows:
in obeying the law than they
:ircumspect
after which view, a hearing of the partie» j
dlately
mind that. Brothers Kenney, Taylor,
bave ever been before. Next to the sat· and their witnesses will be had at some convenient
Captain—Wallace w. sneen.
and Powers from the Hamlin delegation
In
the vicinity, and such other measures (
1st Lieut.—Harry T. Ames.
a
saloon
place
put
sfaction of seeing
keeper
taken In the premises as the Commissioners «hall
-2Ί Lieut.—Charles M. Tltcorob.
with Brother Put Richardson of Pen)ut of business is that of seeing him judge
L. Kimball.
And It is further ORDERED, that
Recorder—Merton
proper.
base
neeseewaseee, though not exactly
: >mpelled to toe the mark.
notice of tlie time, place and purpose of the ComTreasurer—Edwin C. Tnompaon.
ball experts, were present to preserve
us this "prohibition wave" missioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
tell
Some
Emma Abbott of tbe Smiley dry
and corporation* Interested, bv causing
order in any emergency and incidentally
will subside after a while and leave us persons
of said petition and of this order
The first three brothers goods store i· spending her vacation where we was before. But we believe attested copiée
to keep tabs.
thereon to be served upon the Clerk of the Town
had all the pencil work while Brother with ber relatives in Kennebunk.
as the outcome of a long process of Hartford ami also posted up tn three public
that
Beverly Truman bas greatly improved )f education, it has come to stay, or placée In said town and published three weeks'
Put fell asleep waiting for his contingent
successively In the Oxford Democrat a newshie buildings on Water Street by the
to score.
ather to go on with increasing power as paper printed at l'arls In said County of oxford,
Of course the playing was good con- addition of a new stable. Tbe old barn
the first of eald publications, and each of the
civic
for
movement
part of the great
and tbe material used
other notices, to be made, served and posted, I
sidering lack of practice and real team was taken down
to which our nation dur■ighteousness
at
least thirty days before said time of meeting,
which
of
tbe
in
construction
stable,
the
work. Ilamlin Lodge presented the
to have to the end that afl
persons and corporations may
ng the past few years seems
four Shaw combination, being assisted adjoins the ell of the house on the seen
and shew cause, If any !
waking
up. Our temperance work- then and there appear
the
fatal
made
a
have,
westerly.
at
why
prayer of eald petitioners
Benson
short,
line-up
by
srs are jubilant for they .believe state they
should not be granted.
and Mrs. Chester M. Watson and
Mr.
These
to
boys
Norway's prospects.
is in sight.
ATTEST:-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk. I
are prohibition
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
batted, ran bases, coached and really Mildred Young of Newark, N. J.t E.
Mrs. Hannah Ε. M. Aij.en.
I
Court thereon.
had things all in a lump. Horace Ed- tbe guests of their brother, Ellsworth
Neb.
Valparaiso,
ATTEST-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk, i
Street.
wards seemed to be a star performer. Young, Main
of
tbe
members
The
Epworth League
He chased everything away from center
Honorable Hoard of Commissioner* for
field and seemed to run on anything bit, gave a lawn party at the Methodist par- Tercentenary Celebration, Quebec. To the
the County of Oxford :
with
the
sonage Wednesday evening. Ice cream
even if he bad to slide bases
The undersigned residents of Andover and
and cake were served to a large attendFor thin great celebration the Grand btlng responsible persons, most respectfully
80 ΜΔΗΚΞΤ
ball in the grand stand.
Truuk Railway System has announced an represent that common convenience and necesPenneseeewaseee's
playing proved ance. Very pleasant evening for all.
disconnew
a
location, alterations,
require
The public were invited to the ice jxcursion of lowest one way first class sity
also spectacular. Nobody ever believed
ΜΔΙΝΕΙ.
tinuances and grading In the highway as now
SOUTH
PARIS,
H. fare for the round trip. The dates of traveled between
the post office at South Andothe lodge had so many jugglers. Why, cream and cake sale at the home of
the ladies of tale authorized are July 18 to July 27, ver and the dwelling house of David I'. RichJ.by
with
the
ball
evening
Friday
Bangs
do
could
anything
they
: Starting at or near the |>o*t office
ards,
church society.
nclusive, and tickets will be valid re- thencenamely
In a northwesterly direction accross the
except hold it. The blamed thing the Coogregational
Dr. W. A. Drake of Weymouth, Mass., luming from Quebec on or before Mon- pai-tureof the James Stevens farm, «o-callcd,
wouldn't stick in a mit even if squeezed
now occupied by Philip C. Iloyt, by the most
with both hands. Libby, however, did has opened his lake cottage "The Wey- day, August 3.
feasible route to the Hanson'farm, so-called,
It is conceded that the tercentenary now
good pitching under the trying circum- mouth*" sent a
occupied by Mrs. Simon Baker; thence foldelegation to Lewiston celebration to be held in Quebec City lowing the same general direction by the most
Norway
stances and should have the credit of
be
Bill
show.
roule to the present htghwav to a point
will
the
Buffalo
feasible
1
the
to
to
report
20
greatest
They
tabulated
but
the
August
twelve strike-outs,
July
the line between the land now occuind grandest celebration held in modern at or near
■core gives only six, many last strikes it a big success.
Mrs. Simon Baker and David 1'. Richby
pied
of the F. H. Noyes limes, each day having its special attrac- ards. Wherefore, your petitioners request your
R.
Buswell
A.
the
catcher,
being dropped by Billings,
with rela- tions.
Honors, after due notice to view the premises,
allows credit to go elsewhere. Usher store is enjoying his vacation
hear all persons Interested and make such disThe Qrand Trunk Railway System have continuances,
and Currier also contributed to the real tives and friends in Readfield and Waternew locations ami grading In the
inville.
issued a very nice publication, which
premises above described as in your judgment
game, giving evidence of much working
of
and
each
for
common convenience and ncceeeltv mar require.
Professor R. E. Clement
family
cudes a complete programme
knowledge of the rules.
Dated at Andover this twenty-fourth day of
N. J., are at their lake cot- lay's events,and may be had by applying
Capt. Chas. Johnson of Hamlin is Elizabeth,
June, 1903.
to Mr. J. Quintan, district passenger
known as a very quiet fellow in real life, tage for the summer.
Signed :
C. E. Cushman.
Mrs. Chester W. Ilorne is visiting igent Grand Trunk Railway, Bonaven- E.A.French.
but he seemed to forget himself on the
S. F. Abbott.
a week or ten days. ture Station, Montreal, or any of the L. E. Barnes.
field, coming in a close second with C. friends in Canada for
H. W. Poor.
C. A. Rand.
Mrs. Harry Nevers of Lawrence, company's agents. Further particulars A. A. Berry.
W. G. Cushman.
Shaw whenever noisy coaches were
C. F. Poor.
Mass., is with her sister, Mrs. L. II. as to rates, etc., may also be had by ap- W. M Barnes.
needed.
F. P. Thomas.
J. F. Talbot.
plying to the same persons.
Everybody had a good time even if Cuahman.
Mrs. Etta β. Ilarnden has moved from
A fact that the public should not overHamlin finished the game to the tune of
on look is that the Grand Trunk Railway [8EAL.1
ID and Pennesseewaesee wrung out Deering Street to E. F. Smith's house
STATE OF MAIKE.
Bridge Street.
System are now operating through sleep- COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
only 4.
exis
MAINE.
and
the
lake
Portland
at
between
The
SOUTH PARIS,
cars
Quebec,
himself
reported
fishing
ing
Umpire Roy Strickland proved
Board of
Commissioners, May session,
Many red spots are captured. by the train leaving Portland at 8:30 r. 1908; heldCounty
a Knight even if be had never "been cellent.
adjournment June 17,1908.
by
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory eviworked."
Everything proved satis- A red spot was taken Tuesday that m. daily, which arrives at Quebec early dence
havtne been received that the petitioners
the next morning. On the day train
pounds.
factory and he remained at his poet for weighed nearly five
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
The National Guard boys are putting leaving Portland at 8:0ό λ. h., an excel- of their
nine innings.
application Is expedient, It is Ordered,
in some very good work for the anoual lent cafe parlor car is operated, serving that the County Commissioners meet at the
The score is as follows:
Office
at Andover Corner, In said County,
3.
Post
meals a la carte.
encampment, which commences Aug
on Friday, August 28, 1908, next, at ten of the
HAMLIN LODGE.
Drills and non-commissioned officers1
This good train service and accommo- clock,
A. M., and thence proceed to view the
X. schools are the
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. Α.
order of the day from dation is sure to make the Grand Trunk route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
S
1
1
0
6
3
C.Shaw, C
which view a hearing of the parties ami
3
0 uow forward.
4
4
5
7
Railway a popular route for this travel. after
F. Shaw, ρ
at eome contheir witnesses will be nad
5
2
2
10
2
1
Lester E. Cowan and wife of Rumford
H.Shaw, 1-b
such
venient
place In the vicinity and
0
2
2
2
0 Falls were the
β
B.
Mrs.
C. Johnson, 2-b
and
of
Dr.
In
taken
the premises
measures
guests
other
0
5
3
1
β
2
A. Benton, β.β
as the commissioners shall judge proper. And
last
week.
F.
Bradbury
4
0
1111
Κ. Shaw. 5 b
THE REMEDY THAT DOES.
It le further Ordered, that notice of the time,
0
3
2
10
6
Sarah L. Staples of Auburn is clerking
K. Cummlngs, l.f
place and purpose of tne commissioners' meeting
0
2
0
5
10
S. Wheeler, r.f
•'Dr. King's New Discovery ia the aforesaid
for Treasurer George E. Tubbs at tbe
(>e given to all persons and corpora0
0
4
110
H. Edwards, c.f
tions Interested, by causing attested copies of
Savings Bank. Mr. Tubbs has been remedy that does the healing others
and of this order thereon, to be
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
said
Mrs.
potltlon,
to
fail
but
perform," says
19
12
3 quite sick, but is now improving and promise
16
27
47
Totals,
served upon the Clerk of the Town of Ando
ae a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrier
E. R. Piereon, of Auburn Centre, Pa. ver, and
able to be out part of the time.
aleo
posted up In three public
PESNKSSEEWASSEE LODGE.
rings it to your door three times every week.
"It is curing me of throat and lung places In said town, and published three weeks
A.B. K. B.li. P.O. A. E.
newsa
the
Oxford
Democrat,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
that other succeselvely In
trouble of long standing,
0
ο
0
1
1
4
F. Uarrlman, β β
printed at Parle, In said County of OxPUBLIC
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
TO
3
10
11
4
J. Usher, 3-b
treatments relieved only temporarily. paper
each
and
of
said
tne
first
publications,
ford,
2
1
0
4
3
4
C. Billings, c....·.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
New Discovery is doing me so much of the other notices, to be made, served and
2
2
3
1
4
11
H. Llbby, ρ
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
at least thlrtv (lavs before said time of
3
0
2
6
0
4
good that I feel confident its continued l>oeted,
Η. Black, 1-b
to the end that all persons and corporatimo for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close touch
2 WE KNOW THK OCARANTEE ON MI O- use for a reasonable length of time will meeting,
0
1
2
2
4
W. Currier, 2-b
tions may then and there appear and shew cause,
0
1110
4
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
H. Mann, l.f
restore me to perfect health." This re- if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
NA STOMACH TAIILETS IS GENUINE.
0
0
3
0
1
4
F. Lovejoy, r.f
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
nowned cough and cold remedy and tloners should not be granted.
0
0
0
0
8
4
H. Everett, c.f.
tbe
Clerk.
F.
Stomach
Mi-o-na
Tablets,
quick- throat and
ATTEST:-CHARLES WHITMAN,
TRIBUNE is only |1.50 per year, buiyou can secure it with
healer is sold at the
lung
said petition and order of court
of
A
true
is
copy
for
cure
guaranindigestion,
12 acting
4
27
11
36
10
Totals
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
pharmacy of F. A. Sburtleff Jk Co. 50c. thereon.
teed—
ATTEST-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Score by Innings.
and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
flatulence.
To
stop
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total,
To cure stomach troubles.
5 3 4 1 0 4 0 0 2—19
Hamlin,
To build op the system.
Penneae'ewass'e.S 01000000—4
To make digestion strong.
Two-base-hits, J. Usher, F. Shaw, H. Shaw
To cure the worse case of stomach
Struck out, by Llbby 6, by F. Shaw 6. Left on
bases, Penn' 4, Hamlin 6. Bases on balls, bj troubles—or money back.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
Llbby 1. Hit by pitched ball, C. Johnson. Um
What Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets did
B. Strickland.
Scorer, Chandler. Time for Mrs.
If you need to buy a Suit Case, Bag or Trunk you
South Paris, Maine.
pire,
Brewer, of Whiteland, Ind.,
1 hour, S5 ralmutea.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWRead what she
they will do for you.
will find the largest assortment at
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
Ground was broken in Portland Mon writes:
"I was a chronic sufferer with
best
bring you a free sample copy.
day for the new buildings of the Maine stomach trouble for years and the
Institute for the Blind on the site thai doctors could give me no lasting relief.
eat
Williaa
now
was selected by the trustees.
After using Mi-o-na 1 can
anyJ. Ryan, Portland's well known blinc thing and feel cured."
I am selling a great bargain in a good Suit Case for $2.00.
**"
F. A. Shurtleff Jt Co. sell Mi-o-na unman, and who has labored a great dea
For InfiRts and Children,
in the interest of the buildings, had th< » der an absolute guarantee to refund the
IV.
distinction of digging the first spadi > money unless It cure*.
Try a GO-cent
full of earth.
box.
Ol Muln flit.ρ Norway, Maine.
_

NOW ONE-HALF REGULAR PRICE.

C

CURE CATARRH

_

/fi

JfwmAjmaa/
Norway,

Maine.

Summer

Mid

Mark Down Sale.

This sale is for the purpose of closing out some jobs in Summer Suits,
Pants, Straw Hats, &c. The sizes are
not complete in these lots and we have
made the .price so low to close them

He|

out

that

they

are

genuine bargains.

$6.50
4.9S

piece

WANTED.

7SC

For Sale.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

j

Haying Tools!

SCYTHES, SNATHS, FORKS,
RAKES, DRAG RAKES, &c.
A full line of the best

it the lowest
The

prices.

Celebrated

Solid

quality
India

Steel Scythe, fully warranted, 85c.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
SQUARE,

MILLINERY
at

Greatly Reduced Prices.

nice line of CORSETS,
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR and FANCY
GOODS.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,
Also

a

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

food

THE

Suit Cases, Trunks,

Papers One Year for $2.25.

Bags!

THE TUCKER HARNESS 5T0RE.
JAMF1S

FAVOR, Prop., CASTORIA

Πι Hid Ym Htn Alwajs Bought

Τ

^

The

Picture Frames

Hay Crop

To get
Will be short at the best.
what there is you must have a good

and Pictures,

Mowing
can

get

a

OR A

in Crayon, Water color,

—

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

moment's

at a

L. M. TUFTS,

notice at

A. W. WALKER & SON,

E. W.

~

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.

stock of

complete

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

LADIES
a

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

Will find

Grade Portrait Work

High

Walter A. Wood
Machine

I have but

Mouldings s,;L

&

DEERINQ
—

No.

Mats, Mirrors

Machine.
Remember you

The Ρuzzler

Also Window & Door Frames.

White and Brown

If In nil of any kind of Klnleh for I η tide 01
Outalde work, «end In your orders. Pine Lum
'«r and Shingle· on hand Cheap for Caah.

Duck and Canvas

and Job Work

Planing, Sawing

Sheathing for Sale.

Matched Pine

OXFORDS

Weet

CHANDLER,

H.

Ε.

Sumner,

Maine.

....

AT

W.O. Frothingham's
South Paris.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

—

Wool Carpets
odd patterns and clean

to close out

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Filter

Strainer

and

one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

Is

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Dairy

The

W. WALKER & SON

A.

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
sell

to

towns

flaine.

Lewiston,

Ol'K DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

pure,

Fletolier,

J". H.

Confectioner.

Norway, Me.

opp. "B31 TVi
XOTICE OF

Souse.

Osborne low

FOBE(LOStK£.

Osborne

McCormicR

Deering

Tlie^e sections
if you use them
no other.

made with soft

break,

you will

once

use

Maine.

Norway,

ί

Farm

r.u
or

IN* OKMATIOK
BKUABDIXe

Business

for sale. Not particular nboat locetlo·.
Wish to b.· :r
owner only who
will «ell dii.-.t to t_ycr.
Givo price,
description uad *tate -wbca r"H*estn·
be bad. At!dic»s.
Si"" '* M
R«U(n. H. T.

Winders and Stem Winders
ι itf
Please call and see them.

Key

No. 211.—Jumbled Rhyme.
Tereh el on logyr nl rats ro losbsom
lilt koodle onpu vb u ngollng yee;
Toerh si on grufurncc nl mcrmus zeerbos
Lilt theabred thlw yoj sa yetli derwanyb.

Key to tho Puzzler.
No. 197.—IUddloe: I. Scales— weighing
Ush and musical scales. II. Bark—the
dug's, the ship, the tree bark.
No. 198.—Hidden Articles Used by
Dressmakers:
Spool, needles, tai>e.
pin, cottou.
1.
No. 199.—Cat and Dog Puzzle:
2. Dogtisb. 3. CatastroCatamount.
phe. 4. Dogma. 5. Catkin. 0. DogBtar. 7. Catalogue. 8. Dogwood.
No. 200.—Diamonds: A—1. A; 2. Apt;
3, April; 4. Tin; 5. L. B-l, It; 2. Cot;
B, P.obln; 4, Tie; 5. N.
Να 201.—Ithoml>oid:
FIRE
R
Ο
F

AMEN

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Ctaunc· and beautifla* the hair.
Promut·· a luxuriant fruwth.
Never fell· to Baitore Ο ray
Eur to It* Youthful Color.
Cum ara:p ·'«,<« * hair tailiof.
jCc.am)|l.lJ at Pruprirti

Risers

The taflMU· littl· pitta·

Organs.

as

Y

EDAM

ι-ΑΪ

S. Richards,

Large Stock

••«••φ*

While by that pot of udlantuin
Crows out α tiny, shrill voiced ···*··.

Hobbs' Variety Store

Timekeepers.

Pianos

are

center and will bend but not

atic melody. 4. Genuine.
VIII. Lower right hand square—1. A
Mediterranean vessel. 2. Exultant 3.
A kind of meat. 4. Short Jackets, δ.
An old word meaning "to perfume."
IX. Adjoining square—1. A game In
which horses are used. 2. To expand.
3. To exact by authority. 4. A tubstance useil for cameos.—St. Nicholas.

brooch in
that holds the partridge ······.
Guy pokejj It out and thinks It drollteh.
So next they view the turbaned ·«····.
Black beauties now, with gloss Japannish.
And gruat red combs; the white faced

3
3

Organs.

of New Pianos and

No. 202.—Hidden Girl's Names: Mabel. Anna. Dora. Sara. Madge, Bertha.
!fo. 203.—Electric Square Puzzle: The diagram

shows how all
the seveuteeu
squares may be
destroyed by ex-

tinguishing seven of the lights.

No. 204.—Anacrostic: Palmist

WAS IN POOK HEALTH FOR YEARS.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
writes: "I was in poor health for two
to
Second hand pianos from
to buy for New Year's present.
years, suffering from kidney and bladder
Nice instruments.
pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and trouble, and spent considerable money

$125

Square

other musical merchandise. Write for
a good trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

$175.

Here is consulting physicians without obtaining
any marked benefit, bnt was cured by
Foley's Kidney Cure, and I desire to add

my testimony that it may be the cause
of restoring the health of others." Refuse substitutes. For sale by all drug-

J. TOTtLeelor,

Billings Blools.,
•outb. Parle,

PLEASE

When in want of anything in

our

MIND!

In

Keep

lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

gists.

Maine.

us a

call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Hoqm Paints,
Barn Paints,
Eoof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

We have tome

Paroid

new

Linseed Oil,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Liquid

line· of paints which

Hoofing—The best of all

rooting».

we

Varnishes,

Filler,

"Our train etruck a bear on the way
down."
"Was bo on the track?"
"No, the train had to go into the
woods after him."
DO THE RIGHT THING

WE SELL

Turpentine,

Brashes.

believe to be most desirable.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

if you have Nasal Catarrh. Get Ely's
Cream Balm at onoe. Don't toucb the
catarrh powders and snuffs, for they contain cocaine. Ely's Cream Balm releases
the secretions that inflame the nasal passages and the throat, whereas medicines
made with mercury merely dry up the
secretions and leave you no better than
you were. In a word, Ely's Cream Balm
is a real remedy, not a delusion. All
druggists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely
Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

"Now, Hannah, just look at these
be an inch of dust
The kind that lasts. chairs! There must
on them."
Regul.-ir sizes of doora in stock. Ilave your veranda screened In. We
"Well, ma'am, you know yourself you
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catches, «te.
havon't had a caller for nearly a week."
try imitations.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.

Wheelbarrows—We have a few tiret class wheelbarrow». Call and see them.
STIMULATION WITHOUT IRRITA-!
received a barrel of "CoTION.
Telephone· and Electrical Supplie·—We haveforjustautomobiles
and
the
best
Batteries"
telephones.
lumbia Ignition
That la the watchword. That Is what

S. P. MAXIM &

SON,

Boutb Parts.

Expenditure·.

proportion· which, seem large as compared with the expenditures of twenty
yeara ago, ia paraded as oonclualve proof

Drinks that Clink.
In

preparing all iced beverage*

in itself of extravagance in the management of atate affaira. Thia ia abaurd
upon the face of it. The expenae of doing all kinda of bualneaa haa enormoualy
increaaed within the last twenty yeara.
The stenographer, the typewriter, the
telephone and many other appliancea
have become neceeaitiea in all kinda of
bualnesa and with their advent baa neceaaarily come largely inoreaaed expenae·.
But no one would conaider it otherwiae
than folly to do without theae modern
and up-to-date appliance·. The people
of the atate would not tolerate the conduct of the atate'a buainesa upon any
other baaia tban that which ia deairable
in the management of private bualneaa.
It prove· nothing to compare method·
and expenses of to-day with those of
twenty years ago declaring that people

care

muet

trolley

The pon

by 3 3-16
by 3 1-4
by a 5-S

3

Wood

Watch Bargains.

W Early

by 3
by 3

3

3
Osborne sihee 1902. .3 by 3 3-16
Worcester Buckeye.. .3 by 3 1-8
Adriance
3 by 3 I-S

WHERE\S, Nellie O. Williams of Brownfleld,
In the County of Oxford and Stite of Maine, by
her mortgage deed, dated the nlnteenth day of
October, A. D. 1901. and recorded In the Western
District Oxford Registry of Deeds, Book S3,
Page S88, conveyed to L. R. Giles of sal·! Brown
Held, a certain parcel of real estate situate In
said Brownfleld and .lescrliied as follow*: The
George Sogers Farm, go-called, containing one
hun<lre»l acre* more or le··; part of lot-· No. ■£>
and So tn Cutter* tirant (so-called), meaning the
saiue land conveyed to OrHmlo Λ. Blake ami
Almon A. Rogers froin Alpheus Roger· by deed
of Sept. 30,1S71, an<! from ()lan<lo A. Blake and
ElUa Rogers to Nellie O. William·. Oct. 19, lnoi.
ami for nurther description see recur· ! of tleed
from Alpheus Rogers to Orlando A. Blake ami
Almon Rogers, Western Oxford Registry of
Deeds. Book 64, Page 578.
Also one other lot or parre! of land with the
bul flings thereon situated In sal·! Brow tide Id
nearly opposite the homestead of the lite A Imon
Rogers, bounded as follows, to wit: On the
North by land of Horace Blake, East by highway
to South Hiram; South and West bv land of Ο
A. Blake, and containing one acre more or less;
and wherean salil L. R. Giles assigned said mortgage <leed to us. the underslgoe<l, by his assignment dated June Μ, λ. D laop, an I recorded In
said Registry of Deed·, Book 94, Page 3&>, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof we claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage
July 9, A. 1). 1st».
CHARLES r. WORK
HENRY B. BARTLETT.
»

Fine

punch
high punch

Increased State

The (act that the expenditure! (or carrying on the atate'a bualneu in it·
▼arioua departments have increaaed from
Column, Oxford Demoem, South Pail·, Me. year to year until they have assumed

be exercised in every instance not
sight.
to overeweeten the compound, a fatal
Yet It helps me whatever I do.
mistake to which most amateurs are
I'm sharp without wit, without sense I'm
prone, and when fresh- fruits are embright
deThe fortune of some, and of some the
ployed to allow them to infuse with the
light.
sugar sjrup, seasoning for at least an
And I doubt not I'm useful to you.
hour or two before nsing. Place them
direotly on the ice to ohill and ripen,
No. 206.—Charade.
»
process that greatly improves the
My first Is In ask, but not In tell.
strength and flavor of the brew.
in
well.
My second Is in weak, but not
GINGER ALE FBAPPE.
My third is In music, but not In song.
My fourth Is In bell, but not In gong.
Cut into odd, little spiral twists, the
did
David
The whole Is a king to whom
skiu from three lemons, adding a pinch
sin*.
eacb of cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice and
whole cloves, a large cup of granulated
No. 207.—Pictorial Spelling.
sugar, a cup of flaked pineapple, and
two slioed oranges, allowing the fruit
puree to stand in a cold place for at least
three hours; tben turn into a large stone got along then as well as they do now.
we
pitcher, pouring In slowly three pints of Under the same line of argument the
car,
ginger ale, and a half glass of blackberry might to-day discard the
rural
tbe
and
juice from the cooked berries, serving telephone, the electrio light
while it effervesces in small chilled earth- free delivery and a thousand and one imenware mugs.
proved methods of carrying on the business of the world which have been adoptPINEAPPLE CIDER FBAPPE,
ed within a comparatively brief period,
Flake with a silver fork the pulp from by simply saying that our fathers got
a large ripe pineapple, adding a pint of along without these things and
got
sweet cider, one sliced cucumber, a quart along well enough.
of
of ripe blackberries, two cup
But there are compensations which
sugar
and three thinly sliced lemons; place it come with these increased expenses
on the ice to ehill, as described in the which are of more value than the inotber recipes; when ready to serve fold creased expenses. More business is done
in a cup of Italian meringue and one and with greater accuracy and better reWhat word Is this?
quart of iced water; pour from a slender sults. It costs more to do all kinds of
Bohemian glass tankard into stemmed business, but more business is done and
No. 208.—Diamond.
goblets garnished with slicer of frosted greater inoome is secured. Take for ex1. A consonant In cat.
orange and accompanied by long-handled ample the executive department of the
state. Years ago tbe expenditure in this
2. Adult—male person.
spoons, so that the fruit may be eaten.
department was confined practically to
3. A fruit.
CURRANT PUNCH.
the salary of a messenger, but under
4. An Indian pipe.
Wash thoroughly one quart of red cur- modern conditions there has been added
5. A wanderer.
rants, adding half the quantity of red a
private secretary, a stenographer and
0. A boy's name.
raspberries and pour over a pint of typewriter in order that the business
Into.
7. A consonant In
boiling water; now cover the fruit closely may be done satisfactorily and promptly.
and when cold press through a sieve,
This necessarily has increased the exstirring in a cup and a half of sugar, one penses of the department until at tbe
No. 209/—Connected Word Squar··.
and
tablespoon of white wine vinegar
present time tbe salaries amount to
a a a a a
a a a ·
the juice of one orange. Thoroughly
$2,700, but with these increased expendichill and serve in slender glasses half tures have come increaaed
receipts
filled with shaved ice, adding to each
which are equally the result of the difportion a tiny sprig of fresh mint.
ferent methods of conducting the busioooaaaaa
aaaaaooo
ness.
Last year the total expenses of
COCOANUT PEACH CREAM.
ο ο ο ο
ο ο ο ο
the department for salaries was $2,700,
Remove the milk from the Interior of
οοοο
but the receipts for duties on commis0000
a large cocoanut and place where it will
sions and licenses of private detectives
oooaaaooo
become very cold; meanwhile, press
had increased to auch an extent that
a a a
through a fruit sieve a quart of peaches
was received from this source,
oooaaaooo
that have been pared and cut into slices $2,810
an actual net revenue from this
οοοο
οοοο
(reserve a few bits for garnishing); add showing
of $110.
to these a cup of confectioners' sugar department
οοοο
οοοο
and place directly on the ice. At serving
oooaaaaa
aaaaaooo
time add to the fruit a pinch of powdered
A Curious Political Inquiry.
cinnamon, one pint of stiffly whipped
A writer in tbe current Harper's
cream and sufficient iced milk to form
a very interesting
Serve from a high crystal Weekly propounds
two quarte.
and
aaaaa
query, namely: What
aaaaa
pitcher in which has been placed a pint wouldpertinent
occur If the nominee of one of the
of cracked ice, dnsting the top thickly
I. Upper left hand square—1. Heavfor the presidency should
with grated nutmeg, and garuishing with great parties
die by disease or accident between the
enly .bodies. 2. A game of cards. 3.
blackberries.
ripe
large
j
Agreeable odor. 4. A round, braided
counting of the electoral votes (a maRASPBERRY MINT.
jority of which bad been recorded in bis
thong of leather, used as a whip. 0. !
To one cup of lemonade add one-half favor) and the ensuing fourth of March?
Not new.
leaves from a The Constitution will be searched in vain
Ii. Adjoining square—1. A feminine cup of raspberries and the
of mint. Chill for two hours and for an express reference to the subject.
sprig
the
Part
of
3.
entrance.
name. 2. An
serve in tall glasses, each of which is The anewer to the question really turns
face. 4. Surface.
with a floating sprig of mint. on the reply to a preliminary inquiry
garnished
III. Upper right hand square—1. One J. H.
whether a president-elect is undisdis3. A
2. To worship.
who competes.
tinguishable from a seated president, so
GINGER ALE PUNCH.
far as a vice-president's right of succespunctuation mark. 4. To wear away.
To the juice of two lemons add one
sion is concerned. The Constitution noC. To make new again.
of
one-half
about
of
and
cup
cup
sugar
IV. Adjoining square—1. To box. 2. mint leaves. Let stand for from two to where uses the phrase "president-elect."
after
A country of South America. 3. Weap- three hours. Strain out the leaves, add It simply says (Article XII.) that,
the electoral votes have been counted,
4. Artifice.
ons.
a lump of ice and one bottle of ginger
the person having the greatest number
2. A ale. Sprigs of mint in the punch bowl
V. Central square—1. Tune.
of them for president "shall be the
will garnish it. M. C.
feminine name. 3. A sharp knock.
president," if such number be a majority
VI. Lower left hand square—1. Transof the whole number of electors appointLEMONADE WITH ROOT REER.
in the
parent 2. Permission. 3. Consumed.
There are many variations of the old- ed. The writer concludes that,
a decis4. To turn nside. 5. Leases.
time lemonade. A new and delightful absence of Federal legislation,
VII. Adjolr'ng square—1. A wild hog. change from plain lemonade consists in ion of the United States Supreme Court
would be required.
monster. 3. An oper- a combination of
lemon
2. An
one

This space. reserved for Mr. Greghnrn.
IIolUs nothing but a snow white ·····»·.
Near by. like the hero in the drama.
Parades the big and burly
In black coat, fluked with golden flame.
Appears the brilliant, warlike ·**·.
And here, with feet so many forking.
We see the live toed English ·**·***.
Of course the Massachusetts (lock
····
Are loyal to the «······
But In that farther corner Guy and Dot
A din ire the laced and latticed ······♦··.
She's dropped her
Dot gives u scream.

materials.

high-grade

that eye without

No. 210.—At the Poultry Show.

i· the choice of every girl who ha**
The reason is «imever tutted it.

pie:

e7e. and

Imaginary

M'f'g Co.,

Willard

206.—Rhymed Enigma.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does. Cleanses and stimulates the bowels without Irritation in any form. For sal· bj all

jraggiatt.

and water.

agree with

Try

me.

root-beer,

STORY OF BUFFALO BILL
Provided Fin· Show For W·· Folk In
• Children'» Hospital.
Some summer· ago a horseback band
Buffalo Bill's warriors passed by

of

the Boston Children's

hospital

on

their

way to the show grounds.
Those who could see eagerly ran
•nd described the procession to those
who could not leave their cots.
A little later one wee lad bedridden

by spinal trouble was discovered crying bkteriy on account of the lost treat
A kind nurse endeavored to soothe

juice

CHINGA-LING.

Squeeze

out and strain the juice of six
large oranges For every orange allow
four lumps of sugar. Bring to aboil
with one cup of water, simmer for five
minutée without stirring, then set away
until ice cold. Pour this on the orange
juice, and flavor with three drops of essence of cloves for each orange and an
equal amount of essence of peppermint.
Fill tall thin glasses two-thirds with
pounded ice and pour in the mixture,
sticking a sprig of fresh mint, if you can
obtain it, in oach glass. This is a piquant and odd drink. L. R.

falo Bill himself, and ask him for a
real Indian's picture.
A simple little letter was sent telling
how he could not see the Indians when
they went by the hospital and bow be
wished he had a photograph of one of
the band, but the long day passed and
brought no answer to the weary, waiting little fellow.
"Colonel Cody must be a very busy
man," said the sympathetic nurse for

the twentieth time on the second morning. "We must wait patiently."
But even while she was speaking
the ward door opened, and in came a
six foot Indian, painted and wrapped
In a scarlet blanket, wearing a cap of
tall waving feathers and leather trousers and carrying bis bow in his hand.
.The little Invalids fairly gasped.
Then they shrieked out with delight as,
one by one, silent and noiseless, but
smiling, six splendid warriors followed
the first.
The strange visitors had evidently
received explicit orders, for now they
arranged themselves as best they could
In the narrow space between the two
rows of little beds, laid their biankets

and bows on the floor, waved their
arms to and fro and proceeded to give
Then they sang,
a quiet war dance.
and then they fought a sham battle,
smiling all the while. When at last
they went away, a heartfelt cheer followed them down the broad corridor,
and the happy children In the hospital
talked about shows and Buffalo Bill
for weeks after.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Teddy Is a little black nnd white terrier. with tbe stubbiest of talis sticking straight up into the air, as if It
were trying to uieet bis sharp little
ears

He lives in a

that stick up too.

on the
fence post* for the boards to be nailed
to.
Teddy euunot get over that fence,
although he would like to. and has
tried to many times, for over In the
liest
next yard lives his
playmate.

runnlug along below the top

Dodo.
Dodo is no dog at all. but α IjI« gray
squirrel, with α huge bushy tail that
flirts and quivers whenever he moves
Dodo lives lu α little wooden house up
011 the branch of α tree and lias a wife

and a whole family of little squirrels
up there with him. Dodo can run up
and down that fence us easily as you
can climb the stairs to the nursery,
and he has done It mauy times. often
when Teddy was very clo^e behind
him. for, although he enjoys plnyi:ij
iii: favor
with Teddy, he fears him
Ite game Is to watch I'ro.n his tree in
til Teddy Is looking I he οίΐιιν wa>.
then climb over the fcuce. r.. xs up close

behind Teddy and clutter sh.iliy :.l
him Just a second.
Hut one day the laugh was ou the
other side. Teddy knows why lie U in
the big yard lie is there to watch the
house au J see ihat no ».:ie comes i ; to
steal or to hurt anything Perhaps that
is why he will not let Do·!» stay there
One day when Teddy w:.s mvay down

at the end of the yard Do!.» came uvei
and thought he would go In and see
what there was In the house, lie frisk
ed up the steps and lute the pnntrj
window. The pantry was α wonderful
·*
place. He tasted all the kinds of (-rumt
and at last decided that half a loaf or

day.
"Tut. tut Γ exclaimed

a solemn faced,
lantern Jawed member of the party.
"What of It? The old folke were not
Look at the telephone, claim>o alow.
ed aa a modern Invention. Why, aay,
ifa the oldest on record."
"You better see your doctor. What's
the matter with you Γ asked another.
"Oh, I mean It." said the solemn
faced man. "Telephone aervlce dates

garden of Eden—that's

the

to

The garden's
it originated.
call was 2-8-1 Apple."
Then be dodged the remnant of a
sandwich, reached for bis bat and was
gone.—New York (Jlobe.

where

Th· Insufferable Anticipation.

a comer or building up a cavity,
und see what the tongue will do. It
will search out that place, taking careful and minute account of the change.
Then lî will linger near the place. If
It is called to other duties, it comes

TROUBLES
SICK HEADACHE
Medway, Me., Aug. 4. 1906.
"I have received great biru.it f;o:n
the true 'L. F.' Atwaod's Bitters and
consider them excellent for stoma h
troubles, constipation and si:k heeliche." Yours truly, Β. I. Wey.nc jt
You can always depend on "L I
Atwood's Bitters for speedy r-·
w
many forms of sickni-v Τ
t
fui remedy mingles with the
stomach and digestiv.·
the
·.·. !
arouses the liver, and clean?
els. Sold by your dealer, 35c
>0000(

GLASSES

farm without giving due notice to his
employer. When asked what he bad
to say in his defense, he replied, "Weel,
to
they gled me nout but brakeshaw
eat." Brakeshaw, it may be explained.
Is the flesh of animals which have died
"How was that?"
a natural death.
"Weel, It was
asked the magistrate.
Ye ken, the auld coo deed
this way
an' we ate it, the auld steg (gander)
deed an' we ate it, the auld boo (sow)
deed an' we ate it, the auld bubblejock
deed an" we ate it Then the old woman

AS A

Last Resort.
Many people positively
give glasses proper <_

^n-

sideration in the matter ot

re-

They

S.

a-® >o <■*·· « <,

m

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST. V
SOUTH

PAWI5,

MAIM..

JOOOOOOOOOOOOOvv

&

:· :

PARIS BAKERY.

Egypt."

t

of

manner

••Oh, WHY DIDN'T I 1)0
IT SOONER?"

exceedingly rich.

c

all

Then it is,

very much like our plain sugar candy
It Is made of sugar and milk and flavored with attar of roses. Buddhika
bal. or lialr of Ciiddlia, is one of their
It Is so
most popular sweetmeats.
called Itecause It Is In fine, long strings
like vermicelli. I tils Is made of sugai
and cream from buffalo's milk, which

-e

take

and medicines, but
at last driven to spex.

things.

Outlook.

nervn:s

cures

Hindoo Confectionery.
the American girls, Hindoo
girls are passionately fond of sweet
One of their candles, sadu, is

correspondent*

headaches and

troubles.

Like

is

re-

fuse to

lieving

deed—an' I left."—Bellman.

mi train cars and ruthlessly jostles
from his path the passerby In the
streets with an obstinate Insolence
that goads the visitor accustomed- to
the higher civilization of other capitals
to Impotent fury.—Berlin ('or. Loudon

peated Investigations presently cause
annoyance to Its supposed master, the
man.
The tongue In nothing more

STOMACH

Scotch emigrant was
young
brought before tbe magistrate of a
Nova Scotia court, charged with having deserted bis work on a certain

The Berliner.
On the theory that might goes before
right the Berliner ttu'hts his way past
jld ladies and tired women Into crowd-

back as soon as they are discharged
and Teels the changed place all over
og.iin, as If It had not explored and
rummaged there already.
It makes no difference that these re-

CONSTIPATION

A

with Egypt in all
parts of the world should Ικ» warned
that It is necessnry to put the word
"Egypt" 011 all communications ad
dressed to Alexandria, as a great deal
of trouble aud annoyance has been
caused owing to communications ad
dressed to the Egyptian city being de
llvored to Scotland. Canada, New South
Wales. Cape Colouy. Italy, the United
States of America and other countries
where towns of the same name exist.—
Egyptian Gazette. Alexandrin.

ing off

mid the wouiau's paper Is sufficiently
Character In Hats..
WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION.
appalling to the mere man even in
When it comes to determining the size
All nations are endeavoring to check
them» days of emancipated aud, we
of a hat, its width and breadth, there is ht»
ravages of consumption, the "white
more grammatical worna consideration which is generally igthat claims so many victims may presume,
>lagueM
nored by milliners and buyers. It is es- lacb
to an extract
year. Foley'· Honey and Tar cures inhoud; but. according
sential to remember that a hat is not worn
and colds perfectly and you are froui a fashion Journal of 1787, the jarroughs
merely above the bead, but above the η no danger of consumption. Oo not gon of those days was even more as·
entire height, and peculiarities of the
isk your health by taking some un- [outidiDg. This is bow the paper de·
figure should influence us in our choice. known preparation when Foley's Honey κ-rlbcd tbe drcsa of a certain Mlle. D.
For this reason it is emperative that in ind Tar is safe and certain in results.
it the opera:
buying a hat one should stand before a Phe genuine is in a yellow package. For
"She appeared in a drees of 'stifled
pier glass which reflects the entire length. , «le by all druggists.
ilgtw,' ornamented with 'superfluous
Now, supposing you are large, with broad
the bodice cut in a 'perfect
hips and shoulders. You need quite a
The largest mackerel ever brought to -egrets.'
different hat from a woman who has
market came in this week •nndor' point and trimmed with 'in·
Portland
your height wiihout your bulk.
Hxcreet complaints.'
Her hair was
rhen the Gillom brothers, of Small
To make your shoulders less broad, !
'oint, arrived with a large fare, among < Iressed in 'sustained sentiments.' with
the crown of your hat should be fairly
1 rbich was
a mackerel weighing six
headdress of 'sustained conquest,'
high, and the brim should be tolerably tounds and measuring twenty-five
inches
trr;a merited
with several 'flyaways'
broad also to counterbalance the hips.
η length.
This is the largest mackerel
ind 'doMiciist eye' rlbbous, and her
A proportionately slender woman
At first it was
ver seen in Portland.
1 •ollar was 'beggar on horseback' color."
under this same bat would look decided- !
that the large fish was a hadNo doubt all these marvelous terms
ly meagre. This is a single illustration ( bought
it proved to be » mackerel.
but
lock,
of what I mean, but if you bear it in
•onreyed some meaning, to the fash- !
mind it will keep you from wearing on
1 onahle
of the days when
woman
During the summer kidney irregulariyour bead an object which while becom«'reneh society darn ed on the edge of
ing to your face, compared with your t ies are often caused by excessive drinkbe volcano of 1789, but to their de-1
overheated. Attend to the
general size, dwindles to absurdly small i Qg or being
'
dimensions, or containing other equally I idneys at once bj using Foley'· Kidney ι icendanta of today they hare atao·
( 'are. For sale by all
j utaiy oo meaning.
common error·.—Harper· Bazar,

w«r»

"Alsxandria.

Inquisitive, With a Strong
Will of Its Own.
The curiosity of the tongue does not
cau-e the human belug so much trouble as the curiosity of the eye, but the
tongue, within its limits, is the most
curious of all.
Let the dentist make a change In the
mouth, Tet him remove a tooth or replace with bis admirable artifice one
that has long been absent, let blm
change the form of a tooth by round-

is used positively and not figuratively,
Tbe teacher of a certain school receivlike the Spaniards,
the is the Porto Kicaus,
note
the
ed
explaining
following
I find nothing suits my boys and
have quite a craze for sword canes and
one of her pupils the day beof
absence
as
me
in
the
proved so easy for
long run
for absents dagger canes, and they make these
fruit prepared in the following way (I fore : "Please excooae Henny
Him and me got a chance of with remarkable skill.
claim this receipt as original): The yesterday.
a ride to a funeral in a carriage, an I let
The blades of the finer specimens
small fruits, all of them, as they come in,
him stay to home as he never rode in a come from famous smiths in Toledo
may be used in the same way: Clean,
never went to a funeral,
and other Spanish cities and are forged,
wash and mash two quarts of ripe rasp- carriage and
other pleasures. So
had many
berries, two quarts of red currants and nor
from the finest steel. Some are damexcoose."
one or two quarts of black raspberries please
ascened and others are inlaid with silor huckleberries.
When the juice is all
ver and gold, some have worked upon
Governor Cobb bas appointed Bernea
strained clear add two, three or more
them the name of the owner and othstate
of
the
warden
O.
is
of
prison,
Norton,
sugar—the sweetening purely
cups
The
Rov. C. A. Plumer, chaplain of the same ers the name of a patron saint.
a matter of taste—tho juice of four or
the
five oranges, three lemous and the same institution, and Dr. J. E. Walker, all of assortment of walking sticks in
of limes, if you can get them. If you Thomaaton, delegates to the congress of shops in the larger towns Is very
put this in a stone jar in the refriger- the American Prison Association which varied.
ator It will keep many days, and to make will be held at Richmond, Va., Nov.
They have fashions In sticks and
a delicious drink you have only to take 14th.
canes suited to different ages and proone or two cups of the juice, according
fessions. There are sedate mahogany,
to size of pitcher, add cracked ice and G. Β. BURHANS TESTIFIES AFTER
ebony and rosewood sticks for clergywater, some slices of orangos, lemons,
FOUR YEARS.
men and physicians and fanciful bampineapple or any fruit you like, and in
G. B. Burhans of Carlisle Center, boos with gleaming steel Inside for
the top stick a bunch of peppermint, cutting the ends a little just before using. N. T., writes: "About foar year· ago I men about towu. There are rough oakI hope other mothers may, through tho wrote you stating that I bad been entire- en sticks for the Spanish Anglomnnlcoming hot days, take as much comfort ly cured of a severe kidney trouble by acs and sapcy little staves for those
from ajar of the foregoing recipe as we taking less than two bottles of Foley's who
ape the styles of the boulevard
do. Ε. Β. B. in Good Housekeeping.
Kidney Cure. It entirely stopped the For travelers there are coffee sticks,
brick dust sediment, and pain and
tea sticks, leopard wood canes
symptoms of kidney disease disappeared. thorns,
Preserving Eggs.
I am glad to say that I have never bad a and orange sticks.—I/ondon Chronicle.
When eggs are plentiful and low in return of any of those symptoms during
price, one wishes for a satisfactory the four years that have elapsed and I
•h· Lost Her Shoe.
method of preserving them in quantity am evidently cured to stay cured, and
While in Samoa Robert Louie Stevenfor use in the winter. Lime, salt, vase- heartily recommend
Foley's Kidney bod and his wife lu a
great measure
line and sawdust have separately had Cure to any one suffering from kidney or
their place for this purpose. For a few bladder trouble.'* For sale by all drug- lid as the Roman· did—that Is to suy.
It was Louis
as the Samoans did.
years past, the various state experiment gists.
stations and agricultural journals have
custom to He abed late of h morning
advocated the uee of sodium silicate,
Charles Carver made an interesting and upend the remainder of tbe time
more commonly called "water glass."
discovory recently while working in the under a tree on tbe hill clnd in light
One can obtain this at the average drug
gardon on the Franklin J. Clark estate, pajamas, the dress of tbe native Kastore. The proportions usually given in
Farmington, formerly owned by J. P. naka. With hie wife it was l be same.
the directions for making the preparaThwing. He dag up s gold ring in- Stays were unknown to her and a curl
tion are one part water glass to nine
scribed with initials from which be
parts of water, but our experiments have guessed it might have belonged to some lug irou a dim recollection of a shady
shown that the eggs keep just as long
while Stevenson and hi*
member of Deacon Thwing's family. He past. It w:ie
and as well when the proportion is one
made iuquiriea of the family and learned wife were living at Apia, in Samoa,
part water glass to fourteen parts of that it belonged to Miss Harriet Thwing that Mr. Hey wood was appointed conwater. For the past two years the writer
and that r>he lost it in the garden twenty- sul there for this country.
Shortly
has used this proportion, and she has
ago. It was not injured in after bi> arrival In the country he arfound that the shell does not crack in eight years its
in the garden.
the least by
long
stay
the
tu
for
a
KiiRllsb.
reception
ranged
boiling the eggs whole. Several of my
(•erman and Ameri<nn resident.* of the
friends in the city have been trying this
FOR ASTHMA SUFRELIEF
QUICK
method and they are delightod with the
country that they might meet blm In
FERERS.
freshness of tlavor and perfect preservahis nfhclRi capacity nnd be them as
tion of the eggs. Two essentials are that
Foley'· Honey and Tar affords im- •'citizens of Samoa." Of course an Inthe eggs must be strictly fresh when put mediate relief to aathma sufferers in the
vitation was sent Robert Louis Steveninto the solution, and the top of the irorat otage· and if taken in time will
son and his wife. Two days t>efore the
crock or wooden tub must be perfectly effect k cur·. For sale by all druggists.
date of tbe function Mr. Hey wood was
secure, otherwise a thick coating will
to receive a note from Mr.
form by the gradual drying up of the
surprised
Wilbur Meady, of Randolph, has a Stevenson sent
by courier. The note
preparation. L. F. W.
ia
a young rat in a bottle.
It
:urioaity.
In making the solution boll the water
reud as follows:
a small neck,
with
is
beer
It
a
bottle,
first, then cool it. If wooden kegs are
Mr» Robert Louis Steveneon and Robinto it
used scald them thoroughly. Do not »nd the rat must have crawled
accept Consul Hey·
could move, for al- ert Louis Stevenson
wash the eggs before packing. Pack the ibout as soon as he
wood's Invitation with pleasure and as·
he is but three or four inches mire him that they will be present on the
though
and
the
solution
pour
eggs carefully
Mr. hvenlnjf of the 23d If by that time Mrs.
he cannot get out again.
over, covering them well with it. Keep ong now,
was going
Ever
Stevenson finds her other shoe.
them in a cool, dark dry place. One gal- Meady didn't say whether he
be would
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, j
hlne.
lon of wa'er glass usually costs fifty :o keep him and see whether
to fill the bottle, but at any rate
cents, and is sufficient for more than trow
he
cannot escape untill the
Ancient Fashion Jargon.
fifty dozen eggs.—Good House Keeping. jottleprisoner
is broken.
The language of tbe fashion plate

Mated around a tabla
I· a wall known cafe, and ttaa conversation bad turned upon the development of the flying machine and other
frvlta of the Inventive genius of the

back

RELIEF PROM

Τ*· Fir* Mtll· OW.

They

All

It Is Vary

FRUIT DRINK.

druggists.

Squirrel

THE HUMAN TONGUE.

—

j

Jf

big yard, with a house in one end of
She told him that be might it where his master lives, and α big
blm.
write to Colonel Cody, the great Buf- board fence ull round it. with beams

than In this matter proves that it is an
unruly member and will not be controlled.
It seems to have an original will and
consciousness of it own. and nothing
The Qlrl for him.
will serve it except the fullest satisfacA Scotchman wishing to know his tion of its curiosity. It will wear itself
fate at once, telegraphed a proposal of out. perhaps, but it will find out all
Boston
marriage to tbe lady of hie choice. After about the strauge change.
spending tbe entire day at tbe telegraph Transcript
office he was finally rewarded late in the
evening by an affirmative answer.
CANES IN SPAIN.
"If I were you," suggested the operator, when he delivered the message,
"I'd think twice before I'd marry a girl Some of the Natives Have a Small
that kept me waiting all day for my anArsenal of Them.
answer."
Every Spaniard has a stick, the well
lass
Tbe
the
Scot.
retorted
"Na, na,"
to do own several, and the "gilded
who waits for the night rates is the lass
youth" often has a small arsenal of
for me."—Everybody's Magazine.
them. The term arsenal In this case

it and see if you do not
A. J.

Ctddy
and the

M

BUY THE BEST, IT COSTS
MORE.
Everything clean,

NO

pure and wholesome. All f«»o· : : iranteed first class.
Nothing stale.

goods daily.

Fresh

Hot Rolls

ill ·Ύ:30 P.

Jl.,

Wednesday

ΤΙοιιιΙ»),
Friday.

on

and

Lunch tables have been tïtt<
and hot coffee and tea will be

up
-<-rw

with lunches.
Λ cart will

Xoru.iy

canvass

I

.1:

South Paris every afternoon.
We solicit your patronage.

TI10 up-io-tlriirt Bakery,
Davis Block, South 1'
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Dol'O Wl.NT UP ΤΠΕ SLOI'JN'U ΜΟΛMP.

very nk-eut
withiu easy
reach of (he window, too. so lie caught
hold of it and dragged it to the sill and

graham I.rend was
thing there. Tliat

the

KILLthe COUCH

was

then tumbled it out.
Hut climbing it now was a different
He could go up the fence
matter.
nloue. but he could not take the bread
with him Λud. to make it worse. Ted
dy bail started up that way
Dodo looked is ρ and down the fence
a:ui at last saw a sloping board that
reached to the beam. He dragged the

loaf to this and found he could go up.
but that took him only to the beam,
and the top of the boards was a foot
higher. Ile tried and tried to get over,
but the bread was too heavy. At last
he grew so vexed he chattered at the
bread, scolding it for Itelng so obstinate. And Teddy heard him
Just a secoud later Teddy came with
a spring and a bound to catch him.
and. frightened. Dodo let go the bread
and scrambled to safety on the fence
top lie w»;nt so quickly that he knocked the bread off. and it fell to the
ground on Teddy's : i.le Teddy jumped
and lun.ed to see what it was he had
dropped Teddy I'.Ued trriiham bread
very nnu h so lie sat down and ale the
lui 1Γ I' af greedily And as for Dodo, lie
could only sit on the fence and scream
"Here, cook!" lie seemed to say
"Stop tiiis dog: He is eating your
bread !"
Itut cook was out of the kitchen, as
he should have known, so Teddy had
; lie feast, and Dodo had to go home
without his plunder. Youth's Companion.

Try τ: is.
All you boys ai:û ;·'Π··<

at home, sit
around a table and on the table p!.i e a
lighted candle. Ask m.tmma for a
If she has not one, make a
fuuuel.
paper funnel—you all know how. The
game Is to see which can blow out the
It seems
candle through the fuuuel.
easy, but you will notice that If you
place the funnel exactly opposite the
light you cannot blow It out. Try It.

As you
We will explain the reason.
blow through the fuuuel the wind follows the sides of the funnel full upon
the light aud all the tlame. To put
out the light you must hold the funnel
either above or below the candle.

Just η Few Riddles.
What four letters would frighten η
thief? Answer— Ο I C U.
Which, was the largest Island before
AnswerAustralia was discovered?
Australia.
Where were the first doughnuts
fried? Answer—In Greece.
What is the difference lietween the
north and south poles? Answer—All
the difference in the world.
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AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONET REFUNDED.

Desirable Residence for b :!

UNPROFITABLE
FEEDING

The Capt. II. N. Bolster hmiustead situated in South Pari» vil!.·
thoroughly finished, hot water i > it
Intelligent stock raisers know 4 and all modern equipments attach
that a certain amount of feed Is 4 1 two story house, ell and stable,
necessary to keep an animal J :entrally located.
Apply to
alive.
TAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
They might feed that 1
amount as long as It lives, and It 1
*
would never gain a pound.
A new Lot
There Is no protlt In that kind 4
f
The best
)f Plumbing Goods.
of feeding. The kind that pays fl
>ak woodwork for closets. No
Is the kind that builds flesh rap- 4
roods. Call and nee this line.
Idly. If It takes twenty pounds i
Ν >
)ing promptly attended to.
of food each day to keep a sliecp
j" :harge for team.
alive, twenty-five pounds a day
Xj. M. Longloy,
will make It gain flesh. It's the f
M .1 ir.
extra five that brings tho protlt. 4
Norway,
The first five pounds amounts lo
nothing, nor does the second or

2
i

LOST

third or fourth five pounds.
It'· the

*vny with adYnu have to tl» h

name

vertialiiff.

certain amunnt to ovcrcniiii·
the realNtanoe of the public.

1
β
i

ïame

above

What

that

you
pay
amount brings profit.
Some advertisers fail because

they do not use enough space.
They use barely enough or some·
times not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.
A little bit more would make it

of Rona.

iiennett."

setter,

a

quite

Rates.

little too much than not
Austin

enough.—Charles

Some of our advertiser· could
enlarge their apace with
profit
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Jeweler and Graduate
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Optician.
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NORWAY,
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fuss and fume,
Some people
Γ
Γ
and fret over bread makinq,
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The others Use-
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Inform

profitable. It Is better to adver- φ
tlse

t

answers

Collar marke* !

FRANK BENNETT,
Paris, Maire.

You have to do a certain α
amount of advertising to make a
them wake up to the fact that I
you are in business at all. You
have to pay u certain amount to
keep your advertising alive,
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